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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Bonneville Power Administration (Bonneville) began the End-Use Load

and Consumer Assessment Program (ELCAP) in 1983 to obtain metered hourly

end-use consumption data for a large sample of new and existing residential

and commercial buildings in the Pacific Northwest. Currently, metering of a

portion of the ELCAP sample is continuing under the auspices of the new

Residential End-UseMetering Project (REMP). Loads and load shapes from the

first 3 years of data for each of several ELCAP residential studies

representingvarious segments of the housing population have been summarized

by Pratt et al. (1989). The analysis reported here uses the ELCAP data to

investigate in much greater detail the relationshipof key occupant and tank

characteristicsto the consumption of electricityfor water heating.

In the largest of the ELCAP studies, the Base Study of existing (as of

1983) si,lgle-familyhomes with permanent electric space heating equipment,

consumption of electricity to heat water for 207 residences averaged about

4600 kWh/yr, slightly over half that used for space heat and 22% of the total

electricity consumed (Pratt et.al. Ig8g).(a) Further, consumption for water

heating rises 13% above the annual average in the months of December and

January. Consumption data also indicate a strong morning peak in the hours

between 8 and 10 a.m. and a secondarypeak in the evening hours between 6 and

10 p.m. Thus, peak water heating loads coincide with regional system peak

demands in the Northwest (and also to a lesser extent with the evening system

peaks exhibited elsewhere in the United States).

Clearly, residentialwater heating is a critical element in load

forecastingof future regional energy consumptionand regional and local peak

demands. Energy forecasts assume that water heating loads will decrease as

. existing water heaters are gradually replaced with new models that comply with

(a) A more recent study by Taylor et al. (1991) on 5-years of ELCAP data
indicates the consumptionof electricityto heat water averages about 4762
kWh. The difference (3%) in this number and the one by Pratt et al. (1989) is
the increase in amount of data and change in number of occupants in sites
participatingin the study.
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1990 federal appliance standards (BonnevillePower Administration 1990). The

1990 standards for water heaters require lower standby heat losses (standby

heat is that required to make up for losses from the tank when no hot water is

being used, i.e., when the demand is zero), typically achieved in electric

tanks by higher insulation levels. Further, it has been estimated that 460

average megawatts (AMW) of additional conservationresource in a high demand

forecast can be achieved by the year 2010 through more extensive conservation

measures. These measures include even higher levels of insulation, a device

that returns hot water in the pipes to the tank after each hot water draw, and

reductions in water demand through energy-efficientshowerheads,clothes-

washers and dishwashers. An additional 190 AMW of conservationcould be

achievable in the high demand forecast if heat pump water heaters with heat

recovery ventilationwere installed in new households that have high water

demands. These additional savings are calculated after the other more cost-

effective measures are already installed (Northwest Power Planning Council

1991, Power Plan, Vol 2, Chapter 7).

The hourly data collected provides opportunitiesto understand

electricity consumption for heating water and to examine assumptions about

water heating that are critical to load forecasting and conservationresource

assessments.

Specific objectives of this analysis are to

• determine the current baseline for standby heat losses by determining
the standby heat loss of each hot water tank in the sample

• examine key assumptions affecting standby heat losses such as hot water
temperatures and tank sizes and locations

• estimate, where possible, impacts on standby heat losses by conservation
measures such as insulatingtank wraps, pipe wraps, anticonvection
valves or traps, and insulating bottom boards

• estimate the EF-factors(a)used by the federal efficiency standards and
the nominal R-values of the tanks in the sample

(a) EF-factor is a standard measure of efficiency defined in federal
applianceefficiency standards (Federal Register 1977).
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• develop estimates of demand for hot water for each home in the sample by
subtracting the standby load from the total hot water load

• examine the relationshipbetween the ages and number of occupants and
the hot water demand

• place the standby and demand components of water heating electricity
. consumption in perspectivewith the total hot water load and load shape.

Section 2 of this report summarizes key findings of the analysis.

" Section 3 provides background for the analysis in terms of how water heaters

are constructed and controlled and how their consumrtion and conservation

potential are analyzed for regional power planning purposes. Section 4

presents an overview of the analysis -- the data and the methods used.

Section 5 describes the techniques used for estimating standby loads in

individual homes and discusses sources of bias and error in the analysis (more

detailed discussions of specific issues regarding the methodology are found in

the appendices). Sections 6 and 7 present the results of the analysis of the

standby and demand loads, respectively. A brief overview of the relationship

of the standby and demand loads to the total hot water loads is included in

Section 8. Appendix A describes offset drift adjustments;Appendix B

discusses vacancy detection; Appendix C describes tank location air

temperature estimation;Appendix D discusses thermal simulation of standby

events in hot water tanks; Appendix E describes effects of vacancy setbacks

and dueling thermostats on standby load estimates; Appendix F presencs

additional standby results; Appendix G gives manufacturers'data on hot water

tanks; Appendix H describes impacts of conservationmeasures derived from

Bonneville test data of Ek and Auberg 1984.
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2.0 KEY FINDINGS

This section summarizeskey findings from analyzing the relationship

between key occupant and hot water tank characteristicsand the consumption of

electricityfor water heating. The key findings are divided into three topic

areas: standby loads, demand loads, and other secondary findings regarding

methodologyor hot water tank operation.

2.I STANDBY LOADS

The primary objective of the analysis is obtaining an estimate of the

average standby load (heat losses) of the current populationof electric hot

water tanks. The average standby load is an importantelement of the

residential forecast, becausemuch of the reduction in water heating energy

consu_tion in the future is the difference between the current loads and

those projected to result from tank efficiency standards and conservation

programs. Standby loads were estimatedfor the three groups of ELCAP homes:

1) Base Study homes (all single family, detached, owner-occupiedwith electric

space heating equipment) for the ELCAP, 2) ResidentialStandardsDemonstration

Program (RSDP) study homes (all constructed in 1983-1984 as part of the RSDP,

and 3) all ocher homes in ELCAP. All homes analyzed have a single active

electric hot water heater. The results of this analysis are:

• The average standby load for the ELCAPBase Study homes is about 1200

kWh/yr, about the sale as the 1991 estimate by the I#o_hwest Power

Planning Council for the current population of existing tanks (1700

kWhlyr).

• The average standby load in the RSllP study homes is about 1100 k#lh/yr,

less than the for the Base Study.

• The Base Study homes have more water heating conservation measures

installed than indicated in the regional average for similar home'. In

ELCAPhomes, 41% of the water heaters are wrapped, 9% have bottom

boards, and 2% have thermal traps.
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2.1.I Temperaturesand Tank..,.,,Locations

Because, in theory, standby loads are proportionalto temperature

differencesbetween hot water in the tanks and air surrounding the tanks,

differences in the planning assumptions and in estimates for ELCAP homes could

explain variances in standby load estimates.

Section 6 of this report discusses hot water temperaturesand tank

location temperatures,broken down by ELCAP study. Principal findings are as

follows:

• Hot water tap temperatures average 137"F tor all EICAP homes. The

averages are 138°F for the Base Study and 131"F for the RSDPstudy

homes, and even higher for other ELCAPhomes -- 140"F.

• The most comon tank locations for the Base Study homes, as indicated by

the sample size for the tank locations, are 34% in primary occupied

spaces, 27% in heated and daylight basements, and 15% in both unheated

basements and garages.

• If used as an indicator of current constructiontrends, the RSDP study

homes have very few unheated basements• The hot w2ter tanks in unheated

basements in the Base Study homes appear to have been installed mainly

in heated spaces in the RSDPstudy homes, raising the fraction of tanks

in primary occupied zones to 48%.

Air temperaturessurroundingthe tanks were estimated, not measured

(except for occupied spaces). Nevertheless,they should reasonably

approximate the actual air temperaturesat the tank locations.

• For the Base Study homes, the average air temperature surrounding the

tank averages 62"F, ranging from 70°F in the heated spaces to 52°F for

one tank located outdoors. The overall average for the RSDP study is

higher, 65°F, because of the shift in tank locations toward heated

spaces.

2-2
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• Thus, heat losses that cause standby loads are driven by temperature

differences of about 76"F in the Base Study, 66"F in the RSDPstudy, and

74"F for a77 ELCAPhoaes. The lewer temperature difference way explain

lower standby loads in the RSDPhomes.

• The average temperaturedifference used in the regional planning

estimate fs 10"F• This suggests the ELCAPBase Study standby loads

should be 10% higher than the regional estimates, all other factors

being equal. Thus, temperature differences do not explain why planning

estimates are lmter.

2.1.2 Tank EF-Factors

Tank EF-factors are a measure of hot water tank heat loss developed for

the federal appliance efficiency standards and used to project future impact

of those standards• The EF-factors estimatedhere include efficiency

increases resulting from any installedconservationmeasures.

: • An average tank EF-factor of 0.79 was estimated for tanks in the Base

Study and for a17 ELCAPhmses.

• An average tank EF-factor of 0.78 was estimated for the RSDPstudy.

This suggests that these hot water tanks, purchased in 1963, have heat

loss rates as high as those in the Base Study.

2.1.3 Effective Tank R-Values

[he effective tank R-value is the insulation R-value that, if uniformly

applied to the actual tank surface area, would produce standby loads equal to

those reported,given observed temperaturedifferences. Thus, the effective

• R-value adjusts for differences in tank size.

• The average effective tank R-values for the Base Study homes are about

R-4.4.
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• The RSDPstudy average is slightly lower, about R-4.0. The lower EF-

factors of the RSDPstudy tanks (EF of 0.78) compared to the Base Study

tanks (EF of 0.79) result from lower insulation levels, not from larger

tanks.

2.1.4 Impacts of Conservation Measures

To determine impacts of conservationmeasures, a series of regression

models were used to compare standby load estimates for sites with and without

conservationmeasures to reduce standby loads.

• A model of heat loss coefficientsproduced savings estimates for tank

wraps and bottom boards. The results confirm laboratory tests conducted

by Ek and Auberg (1984), if the value of tank wraps is discounted to

reflect a sizeable fraction of wraps only partially covering the tank.

The value for the bottom boards is remarkably close to the laboratory

test results.

2.1.5 Nominal R-Values

Nominal R-values approximateR-values reported in manufacturers'

literature (i.e., the R-value of the tank wall insulation). Estimated nominal

R-values account for the effects of reduced average insulationthickness on

tank bottoms and tops, heat losses from pipes and fittings,and standby load

conservationmeasures such as tank wraps, bottom boards, thermal traps and

pipe insu'lation.Adjustments for these effects were made on the basis of

physical measurementsof tanks, manufacturerreported R-values,efficiency

testing data on numerous tanks, and laboratory test results for efficiency

measure impacts.

• Nominal R-values for the tanks in the Base Study are R-8.8, considerably

higher than the nominal R-5 tanks assumed as the current baseline in the

regional planning process. For the RSDPstudy, the nominal R-value was

R-7.5.
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2.2 DEMAND LOADS

Demand lo_ds resulting from occupant use of hot water were estimated as

the difference between total loads and standby load estimates. Several models

of demand loads were constructed as a function of occupant number and age in

. the ELCAP homes. Results of this analysis are as follows.

• A linear model of demand loads as a function of occupant number, applied

to a typical homewith 2.5 occupants, suggests the average demand load

per occupant fs about 1190 ldlh/yr.

• Using the Northwest Power Planning Council's assumptionof an 80"F

temperaturedifference between the cold inlet water and the hot water,

this average demand load is equivalent to a consumption rate of 17

gallonsday-occupant, very close to the regional planning assumption of'

18.6 gallons/day and is a longstanding rule of thumb of 20 gallons/day.

• The statisticallysignificant interceptfor the linear model (911

k#h/yr) suggests that hot water demand is nonlinear with number of

occupants.

• A model of consumption per occupant by age group suggests a demand load

of 2133 idlh/yr for the head of the household (18 through 65 years),

while additional adults add 765 kWh/yr to consumption. This implies

that there is a residual demand for hot water in homes (perhaps for

clothes and dfshwashing) independent of the number of occupants.

• The age group model also suggests occupants under 6 years and over 65

years use much less hot water (323 kk/h/yr) than occupants of other age

groups. Children 6 through 17 appear to consume 15%more hot water on

" average than adults 18 through 65. Along with the residual household

demand 1,r,ad, this may account for the observed nonlinear activities.

The y-ax_'sinterceptsof linear models of metered total (standbyand

demand) water heating loads were used previously to estimate standbyloads for
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regional planning estimates. The intercept is an estimate of the hot water

load for zero occupants, and so by definition should be equal to the standby

load.

• Using a linear model, the y-axis interceptof total water heating loads

produced a stamlby estimate 1917 l_lh/yrfor ELCAP homes. That estimate

is much higher than standby loads estimated in this analysis, presumably

because the linear model does not properly account for residual

household demand and occupant age effects. As a result, both previous

standby and demand load estimates obtained using the linear model

technique are probably not accurate.

Demand loads were compared with total water heating and standby loads to

develop the _ollowingobservations.

• Demand loads account for about two-thirds of the average total household

hot water consumptionand for nearly all variation in load during the

day and year.

• Because most water heating conservationmeasures and standardsimpact

standby loads more than demand loads, the seasonal variationof

residential water heating loads in the future is likely to increase (in

percentage terms) as conservationmeasures redur.estandby loads. This

may be important to planners involved in intraregional power sales.

• Reducing standby loads will also result in lower peak loads, but the hot

water end-use load shape will also get "peakier u (have a lower load

factor). This may become important to utility systems that experience

significant variations in costs for generating power during peak and

off-peak periods.
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2.3 SECONDARY FINDINGS

• Vacancy periods can be detected and used to estimate standby loads for

individual water heaters.

. • Standby loads can also be estimated by carefully filtering time series

data so that only standby loads remain. A calibration factor correcting

• for the remaining demand loads has been developed.

• The average load between 4 a.m. and 5 a.m. is almest equal to the

standby load estimate obtained by analyzing the time series data from

individual homes. This is additional evidence supporting the standby

estimates obtained here, and suggests a simple alte.rnative methodology

for estimating standby loads from average load shapes for groups of

buildings, and perhaps for individual buildingsas weil.

• A significant number of occupants turn their water heater thermostats

down during extended vacancies. Many others turn them completely off at

the breaker panel.

• A significant number of water heaters exhibit semichaotic patterns of

standby loads during vacancies. A simple thermal simulation of a hot

water tank was constructedand used to demonstratethat identical

patterns of loads can occur when the lower heating element has a

thermostat setting that is only slightly higher than that of the upper

heat ing e1ement.

• Federal efficiency standards tests to determine U-factors appear

unreliable when the factors are about 0.92 or greater because the

4B-hour test used produces only a few (3 to 5) cycles for tanks that are

• this efficient. The arbitrary terminationof the test in the middle of

the last cycle produces a bias toward lower average standby loads (by

factors up to one-fifthor one-third) and hence artificiallyhigh EF-

factors. Thus, EF-factorsderived from the current testing procedure
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may prove unreliable for resource planning purposes as tank efficiencies

approach higher levels.

• Careful review of the test results of' Ek and Auberg (1984) suggests that

two of the tests produced all the largest outliers in their conservation

measure impact estimates. Eliminatingthe results of these two tests

cleared up the puzzlin9 implication by the data that pipe heat loss

reducing amasures interact with tank heat loss reducing measures.

2-8
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3.0 BACKGROUND

This section of the report provides some background and context for the

analysis of ELCAP hot water loads. The section is divided into two parts.

Section 3.1 describes how water heaters work and the conservationmeasures

• that can be applied to save energy. Section 3.2 summarizes how energy

consumption for water heating is analyzed in the regional forecasting/supply

. curve planning process and includes key assumptionsand data sources from

which planning estimates are derived.

3.1 WATER HEATER CONFIGURATIONAND CONSUMPTION

This section is further divided into three subtopics. The first

describes how water heaters are typicallyconstructed and controlled• The

next briefly presents the basic thermal processes governing energy consumption

for water heating. The third subtopic presents an overview of the

conservationmeasures that can be applied to save water heating energy.

3.1.1 Tank Constructionand Control

A schematic of a typical electric residential hot water heater is shown

in Figure 3-I. The tank itself is usually cylindrical,about three times

taller than its diameter, with a slightly convex (as opposed to flat) top and

a similarly concave bottom. Its volume is equal to that of a right circular

cylinder, although because of the curvatureof the ends, its surface area is

slightly larger (this small difference is ignored in this analysis). The tank

itself is usually steel and is surroundedby either fiberglass or foam

insulation containedwithin a metal jacket. If fiberglass insulation is used

on the bottom of the tank, it may be crushed by the woight of the tank when it

is full of water; the same is not true of foam insulation (Ek and Auberg

1984).
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Figure 3-I

Typical Hot Water Heater

CotdWater HotWater
Inlet Outlet

.

UpperThermostat
andHeatingElement

Tank

InsulatingJacket

LowerThermostatii

and HeatingElement

The nominal thickness of the insulation is the distance between the jacket and
the inside of the tank.

The water temperature is maintained at the desired hot water tap

temperature by one or two electric resistance heating elements and

thermostats. One element is always near the bottom of the tank, as the heat

it gives off tends to rise through the water. A second upper element is often

located o_,e-halfto one-thirdthe height of the tank from the top. The upper

element, if present, is interlockedwith the lower element so it has

precedence over the lower element; only one element can draw power at any

given time.
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The purpose of the upper element is to maintain at least part of the

water in the tank at the set point. It serves this function by heating a

smaller quantity of water (only that above the element). The power of both

elements is the same, but th_ upper element heats this smaller quantity of

water to the set point faster than the bottom element heats; the entire tank to

• the same temperature. Thus, some completely heated water is available to the

home even before the entire tank has recovered from previously withdrawn hot
water.

3.1.2 Hot Water Tank Heat Transfer Processes

There are two basic reasons water heaters consume energy. The largest

and most fundamental mode of energy consumption is often termed demand. When

hot water is demanded by the occupants who turn on a tap or a hot-water using

appliance, the hot water withdrawn from the top of the tank is replaced by

cold water from the local water supply (a municipal or civic water district or

the home's weil). The cold water enters via a cold water inlet pipe extending

nearly to the bottom of the tank, as shown in Figure 3-I. The entering cold

water mixes to some extent with the already hot water in tlletank, but _ecause

of its low temperature tends to settle near the bottom. As soon as enough

cold water enters the tank to trigger the lower thermostat,the lewer heating

element begins to heat the water. If enough hot water is withdrawn so the

cold water triggers the upper thermostat,the lower element is turned off and

the upper element heats only the water above it.

The heat required to supply the demanded hot water is simply that

required to heat the replacement cold water to the set point. This is simply
described using the equation for sensible heat

Qdemand = p Cp Vdemand (Thot - Tcold) (3-I)

where Qdemand is the heat required, p is the density of water (61.7 Ibm/ft_),

Cp is the specific heat of water (I Btu/Ibm-°F), Vdemand is the volume of hot

water withdrawn (in ft3; I ft3 is 7.48 gallons), and Thot and Tcoldare the hot

water set point and cold water tap temperatures(:F), respectively. Note that
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the demand load is proportionalto the volume of water consumed and the

temperaturedifference between the hot and cold water.

The second, less obvious mode of energy consumption by hot water heaters

is commonly termed standby. When no hot water is demanded by the occupants,

the tank slowly cools because it is not perfectly insulated. This heat loss

to surroundingsis termed the standby loss, Qstandby'and is governed by a

simple equation of conductive heat loss similar to that for the envelope of a

house

Qstandby= UA (Thot - Tlocal) (3-2)

where Tloca1 is the temperatureof the air surroundingthe tank (°F); UA is the

heat loss coefficientof the tank (Btu/hr-'F)and is equal to the product of

the effective U-value of the insulation (the reciprocal of the effective

R-value) and the tank surface area. Heat losses (i.e., standby losses) can be

thought of as ',,overhead"-- a penalty the user pays to have hot water upon

demand, above and beyond that required to heat the water demanded. Thus,

standby loss is proportionalto the area of the tank and the temperature

difference between the hot water and the air where the tank is located and is

inverselyproportionalto the effective R-value of the tank.

The standbymode tends to produce regular periodic pulses of energy

consumption,as illustrated in Figure 3-2. As the tank temperatureslowly

drops to the hot water set point, in this example 130°F, it finallytriggers

the tank thermostat and the heating element begins to reheat the water to some

temperature slightly above the set point (termedthe deadband of the

thermostat,typically 4 to 6°F), in this example 134°F. During the rapid

warmup events that follow, the heating element draws current at close to its

rated power, usually 4500 watts, until the thermostat is satisfied. The tank

then begins to cool again and the cycle is repeated.
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Figure 3-2

Typical Warmup Events in Standby Mode
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3.1.3 ConservationMeasures

Conservationmeasures for water heating can be classified by the mode of

consumption they are designed to affect. Only a few technologies impact both

supply and demand modes of consumption;these technologiesare related to the

energy conversionmechanisms used. Examples are heat pump water heaters,

solar collectors, and improved combustion efficienciesfor fuel-fired water

heaters.

There are fundamentallyonly two types of measures designed to reduce

hot water demand loads. The most common measure uses low-flow showerheadsand

appliances. Because showers are generally regulated by the time spent bathing

(as opposed to baths, which require a tub to be filled), reducing the flow of

water while still producing an acceptable spray is a well-established

conservationmeasure. Reducing flow rates at faucets tends to be less

effective, because often a given quantity of hot water is required (a sink-

full for dishes, a bucket-full for cleaning, etc.). Similarly, clothes
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washers that have warm and cold water settings and small load settings, and

horizontal washers where less water is needed to cover the clothes, use less

hot water. More sophisticatedtechnologies Chigh-pressuresprays for

dishwashers,for example) may ultimately have even larger impacts.

The second type of demand-reducingmeasure is simply to reduce the hot

water temperature. This reduces the energy consumed for heating the water

demanded by constant volume applicationssuch as dishwashers and clothes

washers, although their cleaning and sterilizingperformance may be adversely

affected by using lower temperatures. Energy consumed for applicationsdriven

by demand for a given volume and temperature of hot water, such as baths and

showers, remains unaffected by such a reduction.

A number of conservationmeasures apply to standby heat losses.

Clearly, reducing the hot water temperature saves standby energy. Better

insulation around the tank, either placed by the manufacturer or subsequently

added using a water heater wrap (usually 3 inches of fiberglass that provides

a nominal R-11 oF-ft2-hr/Btuincrease in insulation),reduces heat loss.

Similarly, setting the tank on a board of insulating foam reduces heat loss

through the bottom of the tank and is particularlyeffective when the standard

insulation under the tank is fiberglass,which is easily crushed by the weight

of the tank.

Considerableheat is also lost from the uninsulated hot and cold water

pipes, which provide highly conductive paths for heat to flow from the tank to

the surrounding air. Insulatingthe pipes for several feet reduces these

losses. The hot water in the tank also tends to rise up into these pipes and

is replaced by sinking water cooled in them. This convective heat loss

greatly enhances the heat flow path provided by the pipes. Thermal traps are

a common conservationmeasure generally consisting of small valves between the

tank and the piping, thus, reducing this mode of heat loss. Savings from pipe

insulation and thermal traps in combinai_ionare less than savings from each

measure individually,because both measures reduce the same mode of heat loss.

Although some additional benefit can be obtained from using both, more often

only one or the other is used.
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Another method for saving energy for heatingwater is the use of a "hot

water saver." This device saves energy by pushing the warm water in the pipes

into the tank after water is drawn back into the tank. The basi_ approach is

to effectively replace the wa_ water left in the pipes with cold water. The

actual savings from this device can vary significantlydepending on the

frequency of hot water u3e, the length of piping, and a variety of other

factors.

Timers that turn off water heaters at night or during the day when the

occupants are regularly out of the house save only _ small portion of the

standby load (Ek and Auberg 1984). These timers save energy only as slowly

dropping water temperaturesgradually reduce heat loss from the tank. The

standby loads saved while the timer is off shift almost entirely to later in

the day, when the timer allows the water, by then cooler than normal, to be

reheated to th_ normal set point in _ single, large warmup event.

3.2 WATER HEATING ENERGY IN THE REGIONAL PLANNING PROCESS

This section is subdivided into two topics: regional planning processes

regarding standby l_ads and demand loac'J. Brief discussions of the planning

processes, key assumptions,and sources of data are presented.

3.2.1 Standby Loads

Compliance with federal appliance efficiency standards (Federal Register

1977) will reduce heat losses in electric water heaters. Manufacturers of

electric water heaters are already producing high-efficiencymodels by

incorporatinginsulating_aterials with higher R-values (polyurethanefoams

insteadof fiberglass),increasing insulation thickness, and incorporating

anticonvectionvalves in their designs. Water heaters have an average

lifetime of about 12 years, after which they wear out and begin to leak

(Northwest Power Planning Council 1991). Thus, in the course of the region's

20-year planning horizon, most water heaters will be replaced by new, more

efficient model_.
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As a result of the federal standards, the decrease in consumption per

household for heating water will be equal to the difference between the heat

losses of hot water tanks that would have been purchased in the absence of

standards and the heat losses of current replacements. This energy savings is

already embedded in the energy forecast and does not appear as a conservation

resource. Heat losses of the new tanks are fairly well defined by appliance

testing procedures and minimum requirementsmandated by the federal standard;

heat losses of the current population of tanks is much more uncertain and

needs to be identified. Fundamentalobjectives of this analysis are to"

determine the standby loads for the hot water tanks metered as part of ELCAP

and to compare this data to other data alreadycollected.

The current baseline standby loads used for planning purposes are based

on two types of data- laboratory measurementsof heat losses (similar to

tests mandated by the federal standard), and estimates based on metered water

heater consumption from several studies. Heat losses measured in the

laboratory are based on two tests of typical current tanks with nominal R-5

values (Ek 1982; Ek and Auberg 1984). Regressionswere also conducted of

metered data from some of the field studies against the number of occupants in

the homes and the y-axis intercepts (consumptionfor zero occupants) from

another set of estimates of the curt, ,'.standby loads. The averages for each

data source, given equal weight, result in an estimated standby load of 1580

kWh/yr, with a range across the studies of about _+20%. The standby loads

estimated from the field data are higher than the laboratory tests {Northwest

Power Planning Council 1991).

The planning assumption for 1300 kWh/yr standby loads for existing tanks

is consistent with the theoretical heat losses calculated for 52-gallon tanks

with nominal R-5 insulation and a 70°F temperaturedifference between the hot

water and the air surroundingthe tank. Previous unpublishedwork using ELCAP

data and a home-by-home approach to estimating heat losses produced a much

lower heat loss estimate (-1000 kWh/yr); however, an average hot water tan

temperature of 133°F and a tank location temperature of 70°F were measured for

the homes. Resolving this discrepancy between the planning assumption and the

ELCAP results is the primary purpose of this analysis. Thus, the baseline
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heat loss of 1580 kWh/yr, the nominal R-5 insulation level, and the 70oF

standard operating condition are key assumptionsexamined in this analysis.

The effect of the federal standards requiring all water heaters sold to

have an EF factor of 0.88 is assumed to reduce standby loads to 720 kwh based

on U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) testing requirementsfor every new water

heater purchased. Only two further conservationmeasures were evaluated.

These involve changing the tank for an EF of 0.88 with the federal standard to

0.95 and adding a bottom board of insulation under the tank. Savings from a

0.95 tank were adapted from DOE work on appliance standards (U.S. Department

of Energy 1989). Savings from the bottom board were taken from field studies

by Seattle City Light (Reese and Wall 1981), and a laboratory study by

Bonneville Power Administration (Ek and Auberg 1984). There is significant

uncertainty surroundingthese estimates and any supplementarysavings

estimates that can be obtained from ELCAP data are desirable secondary

objectives of this analysis. Finally, energy savings from these conservation

measures are discounted to reflect additional space heating requirements

resulting from the reduced internal heat gain as standby heat losses are

reduced.

3.2.2 Demand Loads

Current baseline demand loads used in the regional planning process are

based on an assumption of 2.7 occupants per household using an average of

1270 kWh/yr. This correspondsto an estimated 6570 gal/occupant-year

(18 gal/occupant-day),which is very close to the average 6429 gal/occupant-

year obtained from several studies that used methods ranging from direct

measurement to electrical submetering (NorthwestPower Planning Council 1991).

Savings resulting from use of low-flow showerheadsare estimated

separat._lyfor new and existing households because new households are more

likely to have lower flow showerheads already in place. Estimates were made

based on the number of minutes per shower, the mix of hot and cold water, and

the number of showers per person per year.
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4.0 ANALYSISOVERVIEW

This two-part section presents an overview of the data and methodology

used in the analysis. Section 4.1 briefly describesthe ELCAP metered and

survey data used in the analysis. Section 4.2 provides an overview of the

methodology.

The nomenclatureused to describe hot water electricityconsumption in

this report should be clear before proceeding with a descriptionof the

analysis. The term load generically refers to instantaneousconsumption of

electricity,as represented here by the hourly metered data. The instan-

taneous or hourly load is usually expressed in units of power (kW). The

cumulative loads over time are usually expressed in units of energy per unit

of time (kWh/yr, for example).(a)

As we have discussed, we are consideringthe total hot water load to be

comprised of two components: standby and demand. These are loads placed on

the hot water system by the occupants, as opposed to electrical loads. The

distinction is that the water heater does not necessarilyreact to these at

the same time they occur. The standby loads representthe steady heat loss

from the tank, which is relatively constant over time even though the

electricityconsumed to make up for this heat loss typicallyoccurs during

only one uf several successive hours, as will be illustrated. Thus, in this

report this rate of tank heat loss is referred to as the standby load,

although it is expressed in terms of energy (kWh/yr)to be consistent with the

units of the planning assumptionsused by Bonnevilleand the Council. The

individualbursts of electricity consumptionthat make up this heat loss are

referred to as standby events. Similarly, the averagedemand load is also

expressed in units of energy (kWh/yr).

(a) For convenience,most of our calculations,and hence some intermediate
results presented in Section 5, are expressed in averagewatts. Average watts
are simply the average, insteadof the sum, of the hourly loads over a given
time. They are convenient b_cause the time period need not be accounted for
explicitly.
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4.1 ELCAP DATA USED

The metered ELCAP data used in this analysis consist of all data

available on hourly water heating for all residential homes in the sample as

of April 1989 (typically 3 to 4 years). Monthly loads and daily load shapes

from a previous end-use databook summary using data through May 1988 (Pratt et

al. 1989) are used in Section 8 to place the standby and demand load estimates

obtained in this study in perspectivewith the total hot water load. The

metered end-use consumptiondata are subject to a rigorous test in which the

sum of the end-uses must equal the total load for the home within the

measurement error of the metering equipment. Data failing this test are

excluded from the analysis. The meteririgequipment and protocol are described

in detail by Parker, Pearson, and Sandusky (1985).

Results of the standby load analysis are divided into three segments,

one for each of the ELCAP residentialstudies. The characteristicsof these

studies are summarized in Pratt et al. (1989) and described in detail by

Windell (1987). The Base Study, the largest study in ELCAP, contains 288 of

the 449 single-familysite-built homes in the ELCAP project, and is the most

regionally representativeof any of the studies. The Base Study forms the

backbone of this analysis and is a regional sample of single-family,detached,

site-built, owner-occupiedhomes with electric space heat.

The next largest study is the RSDP study, consisting of 105 new homes

built as a demonstrationof the Model ConservationStandards for space heat.

As such, these homes do not represent a regional sample of construction

practices or of occupant energy usage. Because hot water tanks in the RSDP

study were undoubtedly new at the time of construction (1983-1984),they

provide a view of the standby performanceof tanks of that vintage. For this

reason, they are included in the analysis,but their'average standby load is

reported separately.

Homes in other ELCAP studies are also analyzed here, and their average

standby load is also reported separately. They include rental homes,

manufacturedhomes, gas- or oil-heated homes, and duplexes.
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In Section 7, demand load estimates from all homes studied are used in

analyzing effects of number and type of occupantson hot water consumption.

The resulting increase in sample size is assumed to offset any possible bias

introduced by varying occupant behavior in other studies compared to the Base

Study. There is no particular reason to think the RSDP and other studies

differ from the Base Study on demand use, as there is for standby loads.

Hot water tank characteristicsfor this analysis are drawn from

extensive onsite inspectionsof each home (BonnevillePower Administration

1986). The number and size of water heaters in each home were recorded, along

with notations as to standby conservationmeasures that were in place. The

hot water tap temperaturewas measured by running a hot water faucet for a few

minutes and measuring the water temperaturewith a thermometer. The

inspectionswere conducted about the time the metering equipment was

installed, primarilyduring mid-1984.

Data on the number and ages of the occupants were gathered annually

through a series of mail and telephone surveys (Darwinet al. 1986; Ivey and

Alley 1987; Windell 1987). Survey data from 1985 through 1988(a)were used.

4.2 SUMMARY OF THE TECHNICAL APPROACH

Figure 4-I illustrateshourly metered water heating data for a 2-day

period. The height of each bar represents an hourly observation of the

electricityconsumed by the water heater (in kWh). The x-axis in this and

many other plots in this report is the hour of the day, with midnight being

the endpoint of hour 24. During the first day, heavy hot water use is

indicatedby continuous and relatively high consumption in the morning hours

from 7 through 11 (7 through 11 a.m.) and again in the afternoon from hours 16

(a) Data were taken from a 1989 letter report to the Bonneville Power
Administrationfrom Pacific Northwest Laboratory, authors M. P. Hattrup and M.
A. Halverson.
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Figure 4-I

Typical Hot Water Load -- Two Occupied Days
(Site 137 Days 1883-1884)
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through 19 (4 through 7 p.m.). Less hot water is evidently used the following

day, with heaviest consumption again occurring in the early morning hours.

Also notable in Figure 4-I are numerous smaller, isolated events of

fairly consistent magnitude (about 0.5 kWh) and frequency (3 to 4 hours

apart), occurring most often at night. Their regularity suggests these are

warmup events, where the tank is heated from the set point to the top of the

thermostat deadband, as described in Section 3.1 and illustrated in Figure

3-2. The meaning of the letters marking some of the loads will be described

later.

Figure 4-2 illustratesdata from the same home, but whereas Figure 4-I

shows a typical period when the occupants are home, Figure 4-2 is a 2-day

vacant period. During vacancies, water heater loads typically consist
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Figure 4-2

Typical Hot Water Load -- Two Vacant Days
(Site 137 Days 1886-1887)
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entirely of the regular uniformwarmup events that characterizestandby loads.

This suggests using vacant periods to develop standby load estimates for each

home when the entire water heating load consists of the standby load.

Unfortunately,vacant periods were not found for all homes in the

sample. In addition, some occupants turn their water heaters off or turn the

hot water temperaturedown during extended vacancies (such as vacations), thus

making comparisons of vacant periods and occupied periods invalid. Such

vacancy setback behavior is discussed in Section 5. Therefore, it is

desirable to develop a second method for estimating standby loads using data

from occupied periods. The presence of numerous loads similar in magnitude

and frequency during nighttime hours (and daytime periods when no hot water is

used) suggests that these data could be used to estimate standby loads when

usable vacant periods are not available.

This method can be used to estimate standby loads by combining all

continuous hours of (non-zero)consumption into equivalent "events" with
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consumption equal to the sum of the individual hours involved and a start time

equal to that of the first hour of the event. Each event defined in this way

is labelled with a sequence of letters after the first event in Figures 4-1

and 4-2. Note that as a result, event "s" in Figure 4-2 has a magnitude which

matches that of the other events durina the vacancy. Many such events appear

in 2 hours of the data because they occur just as the data logger clock

changes the hour. Thus, part of their energy consumption is recorded in each

of two adjacent hours.

The magnitude of each event and the interval preceding it (arbitrarily

defined as the difference in its start time and that of the preceding event)

can then be plotted in what is termed here an energy-intervaldiagram, as

shown in Figure 4-3. The energy of each event is plotted on the y-axis and

the preceding interval on the x-axis. Each labelled event in Figures 4-I and

4-2 is plotted as a data point identifiedwith its label in Figure 4-3. Major

demand load events such as "b", "d", and "h" stand out clearly in Figure 4-3

because of the magnitude of their energy consumption.

Figure 4-3

Typical Energy-Interval Diagram
(Site 137 Days 1883-1887)
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The event intervalsin Figure 4-3 all range from 2 to 4 hours. Note

that the computed intervals are actually all integers; a small amount of

random noise has been added to the intervals plotted so that labels are

readable. With the sole exception of event "p," all vacancy events "n"

through "y" have intervalsof 3 or 4 hours. That these event intervals have a

, range of 2 hours is to be expected from the hourly time increment of the

metered data. For example, a sequence of standby loads with an interval of

1.5 hours would occur at times 1.5 hours, 3.0 hours, 4.5 hours, 6.0 hours, and
I

so on. Consequently,they would be recorded by the data logger as occurring

during hours I, 3, 4, 6 and so on.

Several events during the occupied periods also appear in the cluster of

events with energies and intervals identifyingthem as standby events ("a,"

"g," "j," "k," "l," and "m"). Other events from the occupied period have

similar energies but a shorter 2-hour duration ("c," "e," "i," and "f").

These are postulated as being "handwashing"events, as opposed to true standby

events, as discussed below. Their common amount of energy classifies standby

and handwashingevents as warmup events, where the tank temperature increases

from the hot water set point to the slightly higher thermostat deadband. The

handwashingevents, however, have shorter intervals.

Figure 4-4 shows the tank temperature falling from the set point of

134oF. In a normal standby event, the warmup event indicated by the abrupt

rise in the tank temperature occurs when the hot water set point temperature

is reached at about hour 3.7. In the handwashingevent, a small amount of hot

water is suddenly withdrawn from the tank, just enough to trigger an earlier

warmup at about hour 2.7, but not enough to noticeably deplete the tank of

large amounts of additional energy. The same amount of energy is required to

• return the tank to the top of the thermostat deadband (134oF) in either case.

Thus, two types of warmup events are distinguishedin this analysis -- true

" standby events and small-draw or handwashingevents.

By designing a means of estimating the effects of handwashing events

from the collection of all warmup events in the data from occupied periods, a

means of estimating standby loads for homes without suitable vacancy periods
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Figure 4-4

Typical HandwashingWarmup Event
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is developed. Tnis is accomplishedby careful use and calibration of

occupancy-based standby load estimates and vacancy-basedestimates for homes

from which both are obtained with a high degree of confidence. This process

is described in detail in Section 6.

The standby estimates obtained for each home are easily adjusted for

variations in surrounding air temperature by using Equation (3-2) to obtain

standby loads under _veragetemperature conditions. Once an estimate of the

surrounding air temperature is made based on a weighted average of metered

indoor and outdoor temperatures,dividing the standby load by the difference

in the hot water and surroundingair temperaturesgives the tank heat loss

coefficients and the EF-factors used by the federal standard. Dividing the

resulting heat loss coefficient (UA) by the surface area of each tank,

estimated on the basis of the size of the tank (in gallons) and typical tank

sizes from manufacturerdata, gives the effective U-value and hence the

effective R-value of each tank. These effective R-values implicitly include
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pipe heat losses and any conservationmeasures that may be present. These

adjustmentsare described in Section 5 and the results reported in Section 6.

Nominal R-values, includingwater heater wraps, are then estimated,

albeit with considerablyless precision, by adjusting for I) lower R-values

, for top and bottom areas of the tank, 2) pipe losses based on manufacturer

data, and 3) any conservationmeasures using results of laboratory tests of

conservationmeasure impacts. These adjustmentsare also described in Section

5 and the results presented in Section 6.

Once standby estimates are obtained for as many tanks as possible,

demand estimates are obtained from the total metered hot water load by simple

subtraction. The standby and demand estimates are then used with data on tank

and occupant characteristicsin regression analyses to estimate the effects of

conservationmeasures on standby loads and the number and ages of occupants on

demand loads. These results are reported in Sections 6 and 7, respectively.
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5.0 STANDBYLOADESTIMATIONMETHODOLOGY

This section of the report provides detail on the methodology used in

the analysis of standby loads. To reduce the scope of the discussion, this

section focuses only on the major processes of the analysis. Peripheral

, issues and analyses are relegatedto the appendices. Some results are

included in this sectionwhere they serve to illustratethe development of the

method, its application,and any biases that may result. Principal results of

the standby load analysis are summarized in Section 6, so readers who are not

interested in details of the method used to estimate standby loads can skip

this section.

Section 5 is organized into five parts. Section 5.1 describes the

filter used to eliminate insignificantdemand events from the time series data

and isolate warmup events of both the standby and handwashingtypes. Section

5.2 discusses how standby loads are estimated, includingadjustmentsmade for

varying air temperaturesand for the effect of handwashing events. Section

5.3 discusses the occurrence of two non-ideal patterns: vacancy setbacks and

dueling thermostats. Section 5.4 describes how further filtering of the data

is used to reduce the effect of two sources of error in the standby estimates

for vacancy periods, and Section 5.5 defines the occupied/unoccupied

calibration ratio.

5.I WARMUP EVENT FILTER

As discussed in Section 4, a reasonable approach to estimating standby

loads for water heaters is to focus on the warmup events that tend to occur

with repeated magnitudes and at regular intervals.

A principal problem in working with 3 years of hourly time series data

" from hundreds of homes is the amount of computationalwork required. To

reduce this work, a filter was designed that eliminates as possible standby

events all events not significantto the analysis. The time series nature of
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the data is maintained by tracking the times of all events retained (in hours

from the start of the data time series). The filter is described as a series

of steps:

Step I. Correct the original time series for possible offset drifts in the
data logging equipment. This process, described in Appendix A,
serves to correct very low hourly values (-20 watts), which are
actually zero loads, that are recorded by the data loggers. (This
algorithm may be of interestto other analysts of ELCAP data who
need to correct offset drifts for appliances that have zero
consumption at least a few hours each day.)

Step 2. Eliminate all hours with zero loads.

Step 3. Eliminate all periods of missing data except the first and last
missing values in each episode. Retain these as a place holder for
the event interval calculations.

Step 4. Compute the time interval between all remaining loads in the
reduced time series. Time intervals for loads following the
missing data place holders are marked as invalid. Intervals for
any loads in the hour immediatelypreceding missing data periods
are also considered invalid because the load may have continued but
not been recorded. This vector of time intervals will now be
filtered along with the hourly data.

Step 5. Eliminate all sequencesof two or more continuous hours of non-zero
loads. Because warmup events are of very short duration, typically
10 minutes or less, this step eliminates the multihour loads that
characterizemajor hot water demands typical of daytime and evening
use.

As discussed in Section 4, portions of single warmup events may be

recorded in two adjacent hours when the warmup event occurs just as the clock

hour of the data logger is ending. This double recordingwill be eliminated

by Step 5, but there should be numerous other events that occur entirely

within clock hours. At this point, the original volume of hourly data has

been reduced to an easily managed size, and remai;lingloads in adjacent hours

can be combined into events and processed further.

Step 6. Following a nonwarmup event, the tank may be left in a partially
depleted condition (i.e.,with a temperaturebetween the hot water
setpoint and the top of the thermostat deadband). Drop the first
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of any adjacent warmup events. Note that this step will only keep
the second, third, fourth, etc. warmup events in a series of warmup
events. Single isoldtedwarmup events will be dropped.

The re_aining events, all potential standby events, are contaminated

only by handwashingevents and small demand loads of l-hour duration t'}at

follow a potential standby event.

5.2 STANDBY LOAD ESTIMATION

The starchy load at any point _n time is the average rate of energy

consumptionwhen the tank is in the standby mode. This can be computed for

any standby event as the energy consumed during the event (Qe) divided by the

preceding interval (&te). The average standby load over a number of events

(n) can then be computed either as the mean ene_ L,divided by the mean

interval

<!)Zo.
Q,=ana_y- n (5-1)

t,

or as the mean of the energy divided by the interval of each event

__I Q, (5-2)

Equation (5-I) is used in this analysis. As discussed in Section 4.2,

even under ideal conditions such as vacancies with constant air temperatures

surroundingthe hot water tank, standby events in hourly time series data will

almost always be recorded as occurring with two distinct intervals that differ

by 1 hour. Variations in the surroundingair temperaturesover the course of



the metering may cause further variation in the intervals, approximatelyequal

to a +_IO°Fswing compared to a tank-air temperature difference of _ho,_'t70oF

(L.10/70,equal to +15%). Varying air temperaturescan introducevariation of

one or more (for tanks with very long intervals between standby events)

additional hours.

Even if standby event energies (Qe)are perfectly constant, a true

average is not obtained using Equation (5-2) because it effectively averages

the reciprocal of the time intervals,while Equation (5-I) gives a properly

weighted average of the time intervals observed. As will become clear from

the discussion that follows, there are additional compelling reasons for using

Equation (5-I) to estimate standby loads.

Air temperaturearound hot water tanks may differ considerablyduring

vacancy periods. The temperaturesmay be higher or lower than normal,

depending on the season of the year and the tank location. According to data

from occupied periods, lower air temperaturesare also likely during the

nighttime, when most standby events usable in the analysis are detected.

Therefore, standby loads are adjusted for differences in the air temperature

for each event and the average air temperaturefor all data. This adjustment

is given by a simple manipulationof the heat loss equation. The heat loss

coefficient (UA) is a property of the tank, not the temperatures,so Equation

(3-2) can be rearranged and applied to both instantaneousand long-term

avera_c conditions

UA = Qstandby / (Thor- T1ocal) = Q'standby / (Thot - T'local) (5-3)

where the * indicateslong-term averages, and as before Thot is the hot water

setpoint and TlocaI is the temperature of the air at the tank location.

Equation (5-3) can be rearranged to give the average standby load under

average conditions.

Q* = Qstandby(Thor- T*1ocal)/ (Thor- T1ocal) (5-4)standby



These adjustmentsare applied to each event remaining after the standby

event filter is applied. Because the variation in temperature causes

variation in event intervals,but not event energies, the reciprocal of this

adjustment is applied to the event intervals

At*e = Ate (Thot - T1ocal)/ (Thot - T*local) (5-5)

This adjustment is made before the average standby load is computed for each

home using Equation (5-I).

To make the air temperature adjustment, local tank temperaturesare

estimated based on tank location. For tanks in conditioned living spaces (not

heated basements), local air temperature and indoor air temperaturemeasured

by the ELCAP data loggers are assumed to be equal. Similarly, measured

ol_tdoorair temperaturesare used for outdoor tanks, and weighted averages of

indoor and outdoor temperaturesare used for tanks in heated and unheated

basements, crawlspaces,porches and garages as suggested by Hanford et al.

(1985). This technique has been used for other analyses (Northwest Power

Planning council 1991). The methodology is described in Appendix C.

lt is importantto note that, unlike a previous unpublished analysis of

ELCAP standby loads, the temperature adjustmentdoes not convert the standby

load for each tank based on a common air temperature assumed to exist for all

tanks. Instead, it applies a smaller adjustment,converting it to the average

location temperature for each individual home.

The fundamental approach used in the analysis is to estimate the average

standby load using estimates for individual homes based on data from periods

of vacancy, wherever possible. However, for some homes vacant periods may not

be detected, or the homes may have water heater characteristics (multiple

tanks, timers, solar assist) that invalidate any estimate obtained, lt is

desirable, however, to obtain standby estimates for as many metered homes as

possible to estimate demand loads (by subtractionfrom the total hot water

load) for the analysis of the influenceof number and age of the occupants in

Section 7, and to reduce biases in average standby estimates that may result

from using only those homes with vacancy-basedestimates.
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To estimate standby loads for homes without vacant periods, a

calibrationratio is estimated that adjusts the standby loads from occupied

periods to better represent that from vacant periods. The calibration ratio

can be computed for each home when both vacant and occupied period estimates

are available. Using the average calibrationratio, the occupied standby load

estimates for homes without vacant periods can then be adjusted accordingly.

This approach implicitly assumes that the warmup events in occupied periods

are "polluted"by handwashingevents that form a relatively constant fraction

of energy consumed by the set of warmup events identifiedfor the home.

Because increaseduncertaintyresults from using these estimates in the

analysis,the standby load estimates presented in Section 6 include averages

for the homes with vacancy-basedestimates (for a smallergroup of homes) and

for all homes _,usingthe adjusted occupancy-basedestimateswhere necessary).

5.3 INVESTIGATIONOF NON-IDEAL STANDBY EVENT PATTERNS

An unresolved issue identified in previous unpublishedanalyses of ELCAP

standby loads is that although many homes exhibit relatively ideal patterns of

standby events, non-ideal patterns of events also occur. Comparing standby

load estimates from vacant and occupied periods for individualhomes reveals

two types of non-ideal patterns: vacancy setbacks and dueling thermostats.

These are discussed in sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2.

5.3.1 Vacancy Setbacks

The first type of non-ideal standbyevent pattern, referred to as a

vacancy setback, is illustratedin the energy-intervaldiagram of Figure 5.1,

which plots event energies and intervalsfrom three consecutive days: an

occupied day, a vacant day, and one interveningtransitionday. (The

algorithm for vacancy identificationis described in Appendix B.) This non-

ideal pattern is characterizedby very constant event energies, as expected,

but also by an unexpectedlybroad band of intervals. In this case, the

intervalsrange over 4 hours (from 2 to 6 hours). Ranges of 10 hours or more

where observed.
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Figure 5-I

Typical Energy-Interval Diagram- Vacancy Setback
(Si te 341 Days 2568- 2570)
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By examining the time series data shown in Figure 5-2 for these same 3

days, several potential standby events can be identified in the first day on

the basis of the standby event filter described earlier in Section 5 (events

"a," "b," "c," and "h"). All these potential standby events have intervals of

2 or 3 hours, as indicated by the energy-intervaldiagram in Figure 5-I.

After the last demand load at hours 5 and 6 on the second day (event "i" in

Figure 5-2), the absence of further demand events indicatesthe vacancy. All

potential standby events from the vacant period (events "k" through "p" in

Figure 5-2) have intervalsof 4 to 6 hours. This pattern is confirmed by

examining other occupied/vacancytransition periods for the same home.

The interpretationhere is that the occupant has lowered the tank

thermostat to save energy while the house is vacant, lt is at first

surprising that the occupant would not simply turn off the tank at the circuit
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Figure 5-2

Typical Hot Water Loads - Vacancy Setback
(Site 341 Days 2568-2570)
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breaker panel. Anecdotal evidence obtained by interviewingreadily available

groups of homeowners revealed, however, that some do turn down their tank

thermostatswhen on vacation. Reasons for this ranged from ignorance "I never

thought of using the breaker." to fear that the tank would freeze in cold

weather. Turning off hot water tanks with the circuit breakers during

vacancies undoubtedlyprevents estimation of vacancy-based standby load for

some homes, even when these periods of vacancy are detected.

In the day after a vacancy with a setback, an extraordinarily large

(high energy) warmup event will occur as the tank is reheated to normal

operating temperatures. This event will also have an unusually long preceding

interval compared to other potential standby events from occupied periods. As

a result, an additional precautionarystep is added to the standby filter

described in the Section 5.1:
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Step 7. Eliminate the first potential standby event after a period of
vacancy.

5.3.2 Duelinq Thermostats

• A second type of non-ideal standby event pattern, referred to as dueling

thermostats,has been identified in this analysis. The energy-interval

• diagram in Figure 5-3 illustratesdata from a lO-day standby event pattern:

two occupied and eight succeeding vacant days. The corresponding time series

data are shown in Figure 5-4. The standby events at this home show large

variation in both energy and interval, even during the vacancy period that

begins after event "f."

Figure 5-3

Typical Energy-Interval Diagram -- Dueling Thermostats
(Site 84 Days 1181-1890)
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Figure 5-4

Typical Hot Water Loads -- Dueling Thermostats
(Site 84 Days 1181-1890)
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A plausible explanation for this seemingly random pattern of standby

events is not obvious. A failure in the vacancy detection algorithm was

suspected, but the vacancy period clearly lacks the large demand events that

occur during normal occupied periods. To investigatepossible explanations, a

simple thermal simulation of a hot water tank was constructed. The simulation

is described in Appendix D.

Figure 5-5 shows results of a simulated hot water tank containing two

heating elements, with the bottom thermostat set at a slightly lower -

temperaturethan the upper thermostat (hence the term dueling thermostats).

The top element heats only the water above it. The bottom element heats only

the water below the top element, unless the water in the upper portion of the

tank is cooler than the bottom thermostat setpoint plus its deadband. In this

case it heats all the water in the tank to this temperature.
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Figure 5-5

Simulation of Tank with Dueling Thermostats
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In the case illustratedby Figure 5-5, the top element is assumed to be

one-third of the way down the tank. The two thermostats are assumed to have

deadbands that differ by I°F (which can also represent the effects of cooler

water settling to the bottom of the tank, as discussed in Appendix D). The

result is a chaotic pattern of standby events very similar to those observed

in the time series data shown by Figure 5-4. If the upper thermostat setpoint

is slightly below the lower setpoint, no dueling occurs.

Standby events from the upper and lower portions of the tank have

different magnitudes because of the uneven portions oi the tank they heat.

Because of the unequal deadbands, the tanks also have different frequencies,

which only occasionallycause the events to occur during the same hour. The

• unequal deadbands cause the uneven intervals of the standby events and

occasional large event energies that are equal to the sum of the normal

energies for the upper and lower tank. These effects are observed in the data

in Figure 5-4. Finally, twice during the hot water tank simulation the bottom

element heated the water in the upper part of the tank somewhat, thus
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disturbing the upper tank cycle time and adding further "noise" to the event

energies.

5.4 VACANCY SETBACK AND DUELING THERMOSTAT DETECTION

Clearly, vacancy-based standby estimates from homes with vacancy

setbacks do not represent the normal standby loads for these homes. Because

these estimates must not be used in the analysis, homes that normally set back

their tank thermostats during vacancies must be identified.

The effect of dueling thermostats is uncertain. The varying time

intervals and the correlation of the interval with the event energy (the

longest intervalsoccur when the upper and lower tank events coincide -- the

largest possible event energy) strongly support the use of Equation (5-I) for

computing the average load. However, the shortest possible intervals (in

successive hours) are eliminated by the standby filter described in Section

5.1, potentially biasing the result. This section describes how vacancy

setbacks and dueling thermostats are identified from the data.

Visually determiningwhether a setback has occurred for an individual

vacancy for some homes is easy. Setbacks are clearly indicated when the

vacancy and occupied event intervalsnever overlap. When dueling thermostats

are also present, the broad ranges of event intervalsmay overlap

considerably. Interestingly,as discussed below, many homes that clearly set

back also exhibit dueling thermostats. This makes sense, because the

resetting of the upper and lower thermostats after the vacancy is unlikely to

be uniform. Thus, dueling thermostats patterns may not be consistent

throughout the metered time series.

Because any given home may not set back during every vacancy,

particularly short periods of a day or two, deciding whether a home generally

exhibits setback behavior is somewhat arbitrary. So, like dueling

thermostats, setback behavior may be inconsistent. Because dueling

thermostats are most easily detected during vacancies, data are examined for
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both vacancy setbacks and dueling thermostatsfor each individual period of

vacancy. The steps in this process are as follows:

Step I. Calculate summary statistics (the maximum, median, mean, and
minimum) for the intervalsof the potential standby events in each
occupied period and each vacancy period.

' Step 2. Eliminate periods in which only three or fewer potential standby
events were identified.

' Step 3. Eliminate periods with uncertain occupancy. (The vacancy detection
algorithm, described in Appendix B, classifies vacancies as
probable or unlikely as well as certainly occupied or certainly
unoccupied.) These are often days of transition between occupied
and vacant periods.

Step 4. Eliminate occupied periods in which the potential standby events
represent more than 50% of the time series. Under normal occupied
conditions, demand loads and their preceding intervals form a large
majority of the time series. This step eliminates short periods of
occupancy that may be incorrectly identified as such, or that may
be occupied only briefly in a "caretaker"scenario. These are
dropped because a setback may still be in effect.

Step 5. Combine the statistics of any adjacent occupied periods or any
vacant periods that result from elimination of the intervening
periods by Steps 2 though 4.

Steps I through 5 create a simple summary of the pattern of potential

standby events for the home during each period. This pattern is then analyzed

in a process, developed through trial and error, that mimics the process of

visually examining the data to make overall judgements about whether vacancy

setbacks or dueling thermostats are indicated in each period. Because the

judgements about the occurrence of vacancy setbacks are difficult, two levels

of judgement are applied: a strict criteria indicating certain setbacks, and

a less strict criteria indicating suspected setbacks. Continuing the

detection process:

Step 6. Flag each remaining vacancy period as indicatingdueling
thermostats if the range of event intervals is more than 3 hours.

Step 7. Score each remaining vacancy period as a "suspected"setback if

• the maximum vacancy interval is more than 0.5 hours longer
than the maximum occupied interval,AND
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• the maximum vacancy interval is more than 10% longer than the
maximum occupied interval,AND

• the period is flagged as dueling OR the median vacancy
interval is greater than the maximum occupied interval.

The first and second criteria must hold if dueling thermostats are
detected. The third criteria ensures the range of intervals in the
two periods do not overlap to a large extent if dueling thermostats
are not detected. One-half of a point is given to the suspected
setback score for comparisonwith each of the preceding and
following occupied periods.

Step 8. Score each remaining vacancy period as a "certain" setback if

• setbacks are suspectedrelative to both the preceding and
following occupied periods (i.e., the suspected setback score
is 1.0), AND

• the minimum occupied interval is greater than the maximum
unoccupied interval OR dueling thermostats are flagged as
certain.

Step g. Determine the average dueling thermostat and suspected and certain
vacancy setback scores for all vacancy periods analyzed for the
home.

The detection of dueling thermostats and vacancy setbacks for any given

vacancy period is intentionallyfairly liberal. Averaging across all time

periods in Step g to get an overall score for the home gives only minimal

weight to the "judgements"applied to each individual period. These overall

scores are then used to classify the validity of each home's vacancy estimate

and develop the calibration ratio, as described in Section 5.5 of this report.

5.5 OCCUPIED/UNOCCUPIEDCALIBRATIONRATIO

The calibration ratio is defined here as the average ratio of the

occupied and vacancy standby estimates for all homes with valid vacancy

estimates. This ratio is multiplied by the occupancy-basedstandby estimate
i

to obtain an adjusted standby estimate. The adjustment accounts for the

average "contamination"by handwashing and single-hour demand loads remaining

in the original occupancy estimate after the standby filter has been applied

(see Section 5.1).
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5.5.1 Number of Homes Available for Analysis

Standby estimates were produced for 399 homes overall, with 305 homes

also having a vacancy estimate. Homes with solar water heaters, setback

timers, and more than one electric hot water tank are clearly going to produce

erroneous standby estimates and are excluded here. This reduced the number of

occupied and vacancy standby estimates to 331 and 265, respectively.

Any homes that did not have zt least 20 potential standby events from

vacancy periods were eliminated,with 177 valid vacancy-based standby

estimates remaining. Some homes had unknown tank locations(a)or lacked

valid indoor air temperatureson which to base the tank location air

temperature adjustments. This further reduced the number of homes with

standby estimates ready for analysis to 289 (occupied)and 150 (unoccupied).

5.5.2 Use of Trimmed or Untrimmed Means

Recognizingthat some handwashingevents and 1-hour demand events remain

in the events summary after the standby filtering was applied, the use of

trimmed means in computing the standby estimates was investigatedas a method

of reducing the impact of these "contaminating"events. A trimmed mean is the

mean of the data with a given fraction of the highest and lowest data

eliminated. Thus, a 10% trimmed mean eliminates the highest and lowest 10% of

the values and is equal to the mean of the remaining 80% of the values from

the middle of the distribution.

(a) Hot water tank locations were originally only classified in the ELCAP
characteristicsdata as being in numbered conditionedor unconditioned zones,
or outdoors. To refine the tank location data, floor plan sketches made as

, part of the onsite inspections (BonnevillePower Administration 1986) were
individuallyexamined. Zone numbers were matched to a classificationof zones
into conditioned primary spaces; heated basements; heated daylight (partial)
basements; unheated porches, sunspaces, or utility rooms (largerthan
closets); unheated basements; crawlspaces;and garages. The specific location
of the hot water heater was noted in the process. This new characteristics
data set may be valuable for other analyses of ELCAP data.
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Table 5-1 shows mean standby estimates for the homes based on vacancy

periods, occupied periods, occupied periods for the homes that also have a

vacancy-based estimate, and the resulting calibration ratio calculated using

untrimmed and two trimmed means (10% and 25%). Also included for comparison

is the mean event ratio, the estimate based on. the mean of the standby

estimates obtained for each individual event at a home, see Equation (5-2).

The number of homes in each sample is indicated. The results for the

calibrationhomes, discussed in the following section, are also included.

TABLE5-1

Mean Standby Loads and the Calibration Ratio for the
Homes in the ELCAP Sample (average watts, except ratios)

Ratio of Mean Enerav to Mean Interval Mean
Event No. of

Sample Untrimmed Trimmed 10% Trimmed 25% Ratio Homes

All Estimates Obtained
Vacant 125 124 124 139 305
Occupied (all est.) 187 176 174 225 399
Occupied (and vacant) 187 176 174 22_ 305
Calibration Ratio 1.66 1.57 1.55 1.80 305

Valid Estimates
Vacant 117 116 116 131 177
Occupied (all est.) 185 I_4 !72 222 321
Occupied (and vacant) 175 164 161 209 177
Calibration Ratio 1.58 1.49 1.46 1.69 177

Valid, Temperature Adjusted
Vacant 113 114 114 129 150
Occupied (all est.) 182 172 171 221 289
Occupied (and vacant) 173 162 160 208 150
Calibration Ratio 1.63 1.52 1.49 1.72 150

Calibration,Temperature Adjusted
Vacant 123 123 124 136 104
Occupied (all est.) 166 156 155 193 104
Occupied (and vacant) 166 156 155 193 104
Calibration Ratio 1.39 1.30 1.29 1.47 104
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The units of the standby loads in Table 5-I are average watts,(a)as

are other tables presenting intermediateresults. All tables presenting final

results are in units of kWh/yr.

Because it does not produce a proper average (as discussed in Section

• 5.2), the mean event ratio produces relatively higher standby loads,

particularlyfor occupied periods, and is not discussed or used further. The

_ trimmed mean standby estimates are seen to produce estimates nearly identical

to the untrimmed mean for vacancy estimates, but significantlyhigher

estimates for the occupied periods. This suggests that the use of trimmed

means is effect in reducing the effects of the handwashing and 1-hour

demand events from the filtered occupied standby events. The value of the 25%

trimmed means beyond the 10% trimmed means appears marginal, so 10% trimmed

means are used for the remainderof the results presented in this report.

For convenience, standby estimates based on the 10% trimmed means are

summarized in Table 5-2 for these same groups of homes. Table 5-2 highlights

the fact that the temperature adjustments have a negligible effect on the

overall results.

TABLE 5-2

Standby Estimates (10% trimmed mean) and Calibration Ratios
for ELCAP Homes in the Analysis

Occupied Occupied Calibra- No. of No. of
Sample Vacant All Est. and Vacant tion Homes, Homes,

Analyzed (avg.watts) (avg.watts) (avg.watts) Ratio All Vacant

All 124 176 176 1.57 399 305

Valid 116 174 164 1.49 321 177

Adjusted 114 172 162 I.52 289 150

Calibration 123 156 156 i.30 104 104

(a) An average watt is the average energy consumed per hour, a convenient
unit of analysis for ELCAP data, and can be converted to the more familiar
units of kilowatt-hours (kWh) by multiplying by 8.76.
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5.5.3 Determination of the Calibration Ratio

The distributionsof the scores for dueling thermostats and both

suspected and certain vacancy setbacks obtained from the detection process

described in Section 5.3 do not cluster into two groups that distinguish those

homes that do from those that do not show these patterns of standby events.

If selected criteria are too tight, the size of the remaining sample used for

determining the calibration ratio will be greatly reduced. If criteria are

too loose, bias in the final estimates will result.

To help select appropriatecutoff points for these criteria, plots were

made of the calibration ratio resulting from the full range of setback scores

and the resulting calibration sample size. Figure 5-6 shows the calibration

ratio as a function of the cutoff values selected for the two setback

criteria. Each line represents the result for a constant value of the certain

setback frequency, indicated as a label on each line. Similarly, Figure 5-7

shows the calibrationsample size as a function of the same criteria.

Figure 5-6

Calibration Ratio as a Function of Setback Frequency Criteria
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Figure 5-7

Number of Sites Passing Setback Frequency Criteria
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As both criteria become stricter, Figure 5-6 shows that the calibration

ratio stabilizes at a little less than 1.3 for a criteria of certain setbacks

detected for less than 40% of the vacancies (the line labelled 0.4). The

calibration ratio is seen to vary only slightly if stricter criteria for

suspected setbacks are used. Figure 5-7 indicatesthe sample size at this

point is about 105 homes (actually 104), and begins to fall off rapidly for

certain suspected setbackdetection frequenciesof 0.5 or less. About one-

third of the potential sample has been eliminated from setting the calibration

ratio with this criteria. Use of a home with vacancy setback frequencies less

than or equal to 0.4 seems appropriate.

Similarly, Figures 5-8 and 5-9 show the calibration ratio and sample

sizes resulting from a combination of cutoff criteria for certain setback and

dueling thermostat frequencies. Figure 5-8 indicatesthat the calibration

ratio based on homes with certain setback ratios less than 0.4 is almost
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Figure 5-8

CalibrationRatio as a Function of
Dueling and Setback Frequency Criteria
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completely independentof the dueling thermostat frequency cutoff criteria

used.(a) A calibration ratio of 1.3, based solely on a calibration sample

for homes with certain thermostat setback frequenciesless than or equal to

0.4, is therefore used in this analysis.

Appendix E contains detailed results (like Table 5-I) of an analysis of

the dueling thermostat homes that remain in the calibration and noncalibration

samples. The principal results of this analysis are summarized in Table 5-3.

Table 5-3 shows that the homes with thermostat setback frequencies above 0.4

(a) The same is not true at higher cutoff values of the setback criteria,
indicating the degree to which dueling thermostats appear to be associated
with thermostat setbacks.
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Figure 5-9

Number of Sites Passing Setback and Dueling Criteria
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have very low standby load estimates, lt also demonstrates that not excluding

homes with dueling thermostat frequencies above 0.4 has a negligible effect on
(a)the calibration ratio.

• (a) The most notable result not shown here is for nondueling thermostat
homes. Whether exhibiting thermostat setbacks or not, the standby estimate
from the mean event ratio, Equation (5-2), is nearly equal to the ratio of the
mean event energy to the mean event interval used in the analysis. This
result supports the dueling thermostat detection criteria and is consistent
with how the mean event ratio is expected to interact with dueling
thermostats.
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TABLE 5-3

Summary of Results: Standby Estimates (10% trimmed mean) and
Calibration Ratios for ELCAP Homes in the Analysis

Occupied, Occupied Calibra- No. of No. of
Sample Vacant All Est. and Vacant tion Homes, Homes,
Analyzed (avg.watts) (avg.watts) (avg.watts) Ratio All Vacant

Calibration 123 156 156 1.30 104 104
Dueling 122 157 157 1.31 32 32
Not Duel. 124 155 155 1.29 72 72

Noncalibration 92 177 177 2.03 46 46
Dueling 89 182 182 2.15 35 35
Not Duel. 101 163 163 1.62 11 11
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6.0 STANDBYLOADRESULTS

This section is divided into six parts. Section 6.1 discusses standby

load results, and Section 6.2 discusses the importancethat hot water tap

temperature and temperature surroundingthe water heater play in the results.

Results of this section indicate a need for a clearer understandingof the

assumptions used in previous regional planning estimates for standby loads.

Sections 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 indicate how the analytical results can be used to

compare federal appliance efficiency standardsto observed operating

conditions for water heaters in the sample. This information is used in

determiningthe effective and nominal tank R-values. Finally, Section 6.6

discusses the impacts various conservationmeasures have on reducing standby

load. These results are compared to earlier laboratory test results.

6.1 AVERAGE STANDBY LOADS

Table 6-I shows the temperature-adjustedmean standby load estimates for

the hot water tanks in the calibration sample by ELCAP study (Base, RSDP, and

other) and by tank location. Also shown are standby estimates extrapolatedto

the entire sample of valid homes. This extrapolationis accomplishedby using

the product of the calibration ratio and the standby estimate from occupied

periods for each home to provide an estimate of the true standby load for

homes without a valid vacancy-basedestimate (the noncalibrationhomes). This

adjustment is made to ob;caina larger s'mple size and so demand loads can be

estimated by subtraction. Details of the development of the calibration ratio

are presented in Section 5. (Similar tables comparing occupied and vacancy-

based standby estimates for all homes, both adjusted and unadjusted for

temperature,are provided in Appendix F.)

Table 6-I shows the average extrapolatedstandby load for the Base Study

• is just under 1200 kWh/yr, and for the RSDP study is just under 1100 kWh/yr.

The Council's estimates for an unwrapped R-5 tank are about the same as this,

around 300 kWh/yr. A possible explanation for this difference is that Base

Study homes may have additional conservationmeasures. Inspection data
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TABLE 6-I

Calibration and ExtrapolatedStandby Estimates in kWh/yr

Calibration Homes Extrapolated

Sample Mean n S.Dev. Mean n S.Dev.

All ELCAP 1078 104 289 1162 289 418

Base-All 1092 63 284 1191 182 457
-Occupied Zone 1117 22 290 1168 60 411
-Heated Basement 1114 13 361 1158 43 454
-Daylight Basement 1185 4 257 1439 7 502
-Unheated Basement 995 10 277 1206 26 369
-Porch/Sunspace - 0 - 1408 2 470
-Crawlspace 1079 5 265 1340 13 569
-Garage 1076 9 207 1151 30 559
-Outdoors - 0 - 736 1 0

RSDP-AII 1013 30 280 1075 75 301
-Occupied Zone 1026 16 213 1068 35 266
-Heated Basement 998 5 441 1128 15 402
-Daylight Basement 1449 I 0 1099 4 288
-Unheated Basement - 0 - 1246 3 295
-Porch/Sunspace - 0 - - 0 -
-Crawlspace 840 3 129 989 5 350
-Garage 1000 5 351 1016 13 274
-Outdoors - 0 - - 0 -

Other-All 1176 11 334 1202 32 401

indicate that 41% of water heaters in the ELCAP sample are wrapped, 9% have

bottom boards, and 2% were noted to have thermal traps. How these figures

compare to the region as a whole in 1984 is unknown, but this could account

for all or part of the discrepancy. The Council's estimate for an unwrapped

tank with an EF of 0.88 is 720 kWh/yr. This is the level of the new federal

standard that took effect in 1990. lt is not clear how the water heaters in

the RSDP sample, which were new in 1984, relate to this level of efficiency.

Standby estimates for the calibration sample tend to be about 9% and 6%

less for the ELCAP and Base studies, respectively. This may represent real

differences between hot water tanks and conditions in the calibration and
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extrapolatedsamples or an error in the calibration ratio caused by use of a

setback criterion that is too strict. Furthermeans of investigatingreasons

for this difference have not yet been developed.

For estimating demand loads as well as other analyses, it is desirable

. to estimate standby loads for as many homes as possible. Many homes that

dropped out of the analysis did so because hot water tap temperatures, or in

. some cases indoor air temperatures,where unavailable. The missing

temperature adjustment factors were filled in using the averages for homes

from the same ELCAP study and with the same tank location. The additional

estimates, summarized in Appendix F, differ only marginally from those in

Table 6-I.

6.2 HOT WATER TEMPERATURESAND TANK LOCATION TEMPERATURES

Standby estimates obtained for the ELCAP homes and those used for

regional planning may differ if average hot water temperaturesor the mixture

of tank locations (and hence the surrounding air temperatures) for the ELCAP

homes differ markedly from the homes in the region. Table 6-2 shows the mean

of all available ELCAP hot water temperaturesand tank location temperatures

broken down by ELCAP study and by tank location.

Hot water tap temperatures, approximatelyequal to hot water setpoints,

average 138oF for the Base Study and 131oF for the RSDP study. The average in

homes in the other studies is even higher -- 140°F. This raises the overall

ELCAP average to 137oF.

The most common tank locations for the Base Study are 34% in primary

occupied spaces, 28% in heated and daylight basements, and 29% in both

unheated basements and garages. The remainder were located on the

• porch/sunspace,crawlspace,or outdoors (as shown in Table 6-6). The regional

estimate assumed that half were located in conditioned space and half in

nonconditionedspace. The RSDP Study, which may be an indicatorof current

constructiontrends, has very few unheated basements. That fraction of hot
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TABLE 6-2

Mean Hot Water and Normal Tank Location Temperatures

Hot Water Tap EstimatedTank Location
Temperature Temperature

Sample Mean n S.Dev. Mean n n S.Dev. "
• (oF) (-) (oF) (oF) (-) (%) (oF)

All ELCAP 137 348 14 63 354 100 7

Base-All 138 224 15 62 223 - 7
-OccupiedZone 138 76 12 70 75 34 4
-Heated Basement 140 53 12 61 52 23 3
-Daylight Basement 139 10 11 61 10 4 2
-Unheated Basement 141 29 g 56 34 15 5
-Porch/Sunspace 135 2 7 57 3 I 3
-Crawlspace 125 13 39 59 14 6 2
-Garage 139 37 12 54 34 15 3
-Outdoors 124 1 0 52 I <I 0

RSDP-AII 131 84 10 65 90 - 8
-Occupied Zone 134 38 10 71 43 48 3
-Heated Basement 129 19 11 63 19 21 3
-Daylight Basement 128 4 12 64 4 4 I
-Unheated Basement 138 3 3 56 3 3 5
-Porch/Sunspace 130 I 0 63 I I 0
-Crawlspace 127 6 5 53 6 7 3
-Garage 129 13 10 54 14 15 2
-Outdoors - 0 - - 0 0 -

Other-All 141 40 10 64 41 - 8

water tanks located in unheated basements in the Base Study appears, for the

RSDP study, to have been installed in primary occupied zones, thereby raising

the fraction in occupied zones to 48%.

Except for occupied zones, tank location temperaturesare estimated, not

measured, as described in Appendix C. Nevertheless,they should reasonably

approximate the actual air temperaturesat the tank locations• For the Base

Study, the tank location temperature averages 62oF, ranging from 70oF in the

occupied zones to 52oF for the lone tank located outdoors. Similar
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temperaturesare indicated for the RSDP study, although the overall average is

higher due to the shift in tank locations.

Thus, the temperature difference driving standby heat loss is about 76oF

in the Base Study, 66oF in the RSDP study, and 74oF for the ELCAP homes as a

• whole. The average temperature difference used to develop regional planning

estimates for standby losses is 70°F and 80°F for demand. The temperature

differences in the ELCAP homes clearly do not explain why regional planning

estimates are higher than the ELCAP standby load estimates• The differences

are more likely due to conservationmeasures already installed in the ELCAP

Base Study•

6.3 TANK EF-FACTOR ESTIMATES

The 1977 federal applianceefficiency standard for water heaters

mandates a test procedure for hot water tanks that includes an efficiency

factor (EF-factor)derived from a 48-hour test of standby loads (Fanney 11990).

The EFofactor for electric tanks is equivalent to the ratio of the daily

typical residential hot water demand load (64.3 gallons per day at a 90of

temperaturedifference between the hot and cold water) to the total daily

load, including the heat loss. The heat loss test uses a 90°F difference

between the hot water temperature and the temperature of the air surrounding

the tank.

The EF-factor for electric tanks can be simply expressed as

EF -- Std. Demand Load / (Std. Demand Load + Std. Standby Load) (6-I)

SubstitutingEquations (3-I) and (3-2) for the standby and demand loads, and

using the density and specific heat of water given in Equation (3-I), the

EF-factor can be expressed as

EF : 47,735 Btu/day (6-2)

[ 47,735 Btu/day + UA (90°F) (24 hr/day) ]
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where the UA is the tank heat loss coefficient in units of Btu/hr-°F. The UA

of the hot water tanks in ELCAP is simple to calculate from the standby loads

estimated from the data. Simply re-arrangingEquation (3-2)

UA = Qstandby/ (Thot - Tlocal) (6-3)

where in this case Qstandbyis the standby load estimate, Thotis the hot water

tap temperature, and T1ocaI is the estimatedtank location temperature. Table

F-4 of Appendix F summarizes the UAs derived in this analysis.

The EF-factors estimated for the tanks are shown in Table 6-3. The

average for the Base Study and the ELCAP homes as a whole is 0.79, and for the

RSDP study it is 0.78. This suggests that the hot water tanks in the RSDP

study, most likely purchased in 1983, have heat loss rates as high as those in

the Base Study. Note that this calculationincludes average conservation

measure on the water heater (e.g., wraps). Most calculationsof EF-factor are

based on data reported by the manufacturerfor the tank itself.

6.4 EFFECTIVETANK R-VALUE ESTIMATES

The EF-factors in Table 6-3 do not account for differences in tank

sizes, while computing an effective R-value does take this into account.

Because, by definition, R-values are the reciprocal of the U-value, the

effective R-value (averaged over the tank surface area, includingthe pipe

losses) is given by

R-effective = Atank/ UA (6-4)

where Atank is the tank surface area.
J

The surface areas of the tanks are not known, but the nominal tank

volume (in gallons) was recorded as part of the onsite inspectionof each

house. Tank dimensions from severalmodel lines from two major manufacturers

were examined to estimate the relationshipbetween tank volume and surface

area. Dimensions for cylindrical tanks were used. These data are summarized

in Tables G-I and G-2 of Appendix G. The actual tank surface area is used
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TABLE 6-3

Tank EF-Factor Estimates

Galibration Homes Filled

Sample Mean n S.Dev. Mean n S.Dev.
m

All ELCAP 0.81 104 0.10 0.79 321 0.08

" Base-All 0.82 63 0.12 0.79 203 0.09
-OccupiedZone 0.79 22 0.05 0.77 67 0.07
-Heated Basement 0.82 13 0.05 0.80 44 0.06
-DaylightBasement 0.79 4 0.04 0.76 7 0.06
-UnheatedBasement 0.83 10 0.04 0.81 30 0.04
-Porch/Sunspace - 0 - 0.78 3 0.06
-Crawlspace 0.99 5 0.41 0.85 13 0.27
-Garage 0.82 9 0.04 0.80 35 0.07
-Outdoors - 0 - 0.85 I 0.0

RSDP-AII 0.79 30 0.04 0.78 81 0.05
-Occupied Zone 0.78 16 0.04 0.76 40 0.05
-Heated Basement 0.78 5 0.06 0.77 15 0.06
-DaylightBasement 0.75 I 0.00 0.77 4 0.02
-Unheated Basement - 0 - 0.79 3 0.03
-Porch/Sunspace - 0 - - 0 -
-Crawlspace 0.83 3 0.01 0.81 5 0.04
-Garage 0.81 5 0.04 0.80 14 0.05
-Outdoors - 0 - - 0 -

Other-All 0.79 11 0.04 0.78 37 0.07

here, not surface area of the jacket that surrounds the tank insulation. The

average surface areas of the models analyzed for various standard tank sizes

are included in Table G-5 of Appendix G.

Average effective R-values estimated for the ELCAP hot water tanks are

. shown in Table 6-4. Effective R-values for the Base Study average around

R-4.4. The RSDP study averages are slightly lower, about R-4.0. This

indicates that performanceof the RSDP tanks is not degraded by their being

larger, on average, than those in the Base Study. Again, note that these R-

values include the effect of any conservationmeasures installed.
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Table 6-4

Effective R-Value Estimates

Calibration Homes Filled

I

Sample Mean n S.Dev• Mean n S.Dev.

All ELCAP 4.36 90 1.51 4.25 271 1.66

Base-All 4.58 52 1.77 4.36 162 1.78
-Occupied Zone 4.29 19 1.35 3.73 53 1.26
-Heated Basement 5.09 12 1.68 4.75 40 1.99
-Daylight Basement 3.74 3 0.85 3.80 5 0.88
-Unheated Basement 5.21 8 i.50 4.68 24 1.57
-Porch/Sunspace - 0 - 3.61 2 1.37
-Crawlspace 3.55 5 3.78 3.60 9 2.82
-Garage 4.93 5 1.29 5.01 26 1.87
-Outdoors - 0 - 5.86 1 0.00

RSDP-AII 4.10 28 1.05 4.01 74 1.15
-Occupied Zone 3.74 14 0.91 3.74 36 0.94
-Heated Basement 4.00 5 1.31 3.83 14 1.37
-Daylight Basement 3.09 I 0.00 3.89 3 0.70
-Unheated Basement - 0 - 4.49 2 1.67
-Porch/Sunspace - 0 - - 0 -
-Crawlspace 5.06 3 0.52 4.56 5 1.08
-Garage 4.86 5 0.90 4.64 14 1.30
-Outdoors - 0 - - 0 -

Other-All 3.99 !0 0.79 4.26 35 1.99

6.5 NOMINAL TANK R-VALUE ESTIMATES

Because many past estimates of energy use and savings from water heaters

have been correlated to the tank's nominal R-value, it is useful to compute

these values for the ELCAP sample (see Table 6-5). As shown by the data in

Appendix G, manufacturers report R-values based on the thickness of the

insulation around the sides of the tanks• Effective R-values are much lower

because insulation around the top and bottom of the tank is generally somewhat

thinner, even if polyurethaneis used instead of fiberglass (which is easily

crushed). The effective R-value of the tank walls is also slightly less

because of the geometric effect of the cylindricaltank. Finally, effective

R-values are reduced significantlyby heat losses from the pipes connected to

the tank.
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TABLE 6-5

Nominal R-Value Estimates

C_libration Homes Filled

o Sample Mean n S.Dev. Mean n S.Dev.

, All ELCAP 8.53 90 3.49 8.46 271 4.41

Base-All 9.07 52 4.10 8.79 162 4.70
-Occupied Zone 8.40 19 2.98 7.13 53 2.79
-Heated Basement 10.16 12 4.56 9.86 40 5.79
-Daylight Basement 7.07 3 2.16 7.06 5 2.01
-Unheated Basement 10.54 8 4.51 9.51 24 4.58
-Porch/Sunspace - 0 - 7.00 2 2.35
-Crawlspace 7.13 5 7.21 7.11 9 5.51
-Garage 9.83 5 2.98 10.59 26 5.37
-Outdoors - 0 - 11.18 I 0.00

RSDP-AII 7.6_ 28 2.25 7.54 74 2.63
-Occupied Zone 6.84 14 1.86 6.86 36 2.00

• -Heated Basement 7.14 5 2.39 7.01 14 3.10

-DaylightBasement 6.35 1 0.00 6.94 3 0.91
-Unheated Basement - 0 - 8.25 2 3.29
-Porch/Sunspace - 0 - - 0 -
-Crawlspace 9.74 3 1.23 8.52 5 2.69
-Garage 9.62 5 2.31 9.49 14 3.01
-Outdoor_ - 0 - - 0 -

Other-All 8.08 10 2.40 8.84 35 5.67

Also included in the data of Ar_pendixG are calculationsof correction

factors for the reduced end and bottom insulation in the manufacturers' tanks.

Table G-5 indicates thaL, on average, the top and bottom of the tanks have R-

• values of a little less than one-third that of the tank walls. This was

determined by backing out the top and bottom losses based on

t

• EF-factors determined by testing each tank model for compliance with
federal standards

• nomina, R-values and tank wall surface areas
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• estimates of pipe losses from Bonneville laboratory tests by Ek and
Auberg (1984).

These calculations are summarized in Appendix G.

One interestingfinding is that EF-factors appear unreliable when they

are 0.92 or greater. This occurs because the 48-hour test used for the

standards catches only a few (3 to 5) cycles for tanks that are this

efficient. The arbitrary truncation of the test in the middle of the last

cycle produces a random source of error, but with a bias that is exclusively

toward producing higher EF-factors! Thus, EF-factors, as derived from the

current testing procedure, may prove unreliable for resource planning purposes

as tank efficienciesapproach such high levels. A simple modification to the

test would solve this problem: ending the test after a completed warmup event

and adjusting for the time of the test that varies as a result.

Finally, the nominal R-values in Table 6-5 adjust for the presence of

pipe insulation,thermal traps/anticonvectionvalves, and bottom boards.

These adjustments are made on the basis of impacts estimated by laboratory

testing conducted by Bonneville (Ek and Auberg 1984). These calculations are

summarized in Appendix H. Results of the nominal R-value calculationsare

shown in Table 6-5.

One incidental finding, discovered in the process of working with the

laboratory test data, suggests that two of the tests produced all the largest

outliers in the impact estimates (which are derived by subtracting the heat

loss rates of two tests o- with and withcut a given conservationmeasure).

Eliminatingthe results involvedwith these two tests cleared up the puzzling

conclusion that the impacts of pipe loss reduction measures (insulationand

traps) interactwith the jacket loss reducing measures (initial insulation

level, wraps, and bottom boards). This Finding is highlighted in Appendix H.
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6.6 CONSERVATIONMEASURE IMPACTS

To determine impactsof conservationmeasures that reduce standby loads,

standby load estimates for homes with and without conservationmeasures were

compared using a series of regressionmodels. Four types of models were

• tried:

1) regression models of standby loads against a list of key explanatory
variables includingtank surface areas, tap temperature/tanklocation
temperature differences,and conservationmeasures

B

2) regression models of standby loads against conservationmeasures listed
in Table 6-6, multiplied by the product of their effective surface areas
and the difference in hot water tap temperature and tank location
temperature

3) regression models of tank heat loss coefficients (UAs) against
conservationmeasures listed in Table 6-6

4) regression models of tank U-values against the list of conservation
measures in Table 6-6, divided by their equivalent surface areas.

The effective surface area for tank wraps and tanks with nominal

R-values greater than R-3 is the tank surface area. The effective surface

area for bottom boards is the tank bottom area (half the area of the ends of

the tank), equal to 8.5% of the total surface area on average (see Table G-5

in Appendix G). The effective surface area for pipes is estimated as 3.79 ft2

based on the laboratory t_.stsof Ek and Auberg (1984). See Appendix H for

details.

TABLE 6-6

ConservationMeasure Variables Used as
ExplanatoryVariables in Standby Load Models

Conservation Measure

, Tank wraps
Tanks noted to have R-values > 3
Bottom boards
Traps/anticonvectionvalves (ACVs) only
Pipe insulationonly
Traps/ACVs and pipe insulation
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Only those homes with valid standby estimates and a complete set of

explanatory variables were used in the models. The explanatory variables used

in the regress,onswere eliminated in a stepwise procedure, dropping from each

step the variable with the lowest T-statistic.

The results of constructingthese models are relatively disappointing,

explaining low fractions of the variance (R2 values of 0.10 and less).

Nevertheless, some statisticallymeaningful coefficientsare indicated by

T-statistics near or above 2.0. The final results are summarized in Table

6-7. Generally, the only conservationmeasures shown to be statistically

significantare tank wraps and bottom boards. The nonphysical form of the

standby model clearly indicates that the surface areas and temperature

differences explain significantvariance. However, it is difficult to

interpret.

The UA model coefficientsfor tank wraps and bottom boards appear to

roughly confirm the laboratory impacts of Ek and Auberg (1984). The magnitude

of the tank wrap savings (0.97 Btu/hr-°F) is approximatelyas the laboratory

experiment indicates (2.79 Btu/hr-°F), if the benefit of tank wraps is

discounted to reflect the sizeable fraction of wraps that only partially cover

the tanks. The savings value for the bottom boards is remarkably close to the

average of the laboratory test results (0.36 Btu/hr-oF).
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TABLE 6-7

Regression Model Results

" Final Model Variable (units) Coefficient Std. Error T-Statistic

. Standby Load Model
Nonphysical Form (_2 = 0.I0, n = 211)

Intercept (avg.watts) -I.85 34.5 -0.0537
Tank wrap (avg.watts) -15.24 6.35 -2.40
Surface area (avg.watts/ft2) 3.98 1.32 3.01
Tap- avg. location temp. (avg.watts/oF) 0.607 0.209 2.90

Standby Load Mode_,
Physical Form (R = 0.01, n = 211) (No useful results)

UA Model (R2 = 0.05, n = 228)

Intercept (Btu/hr-°F) 6.65 O.184 36.I
Tank wrap (Btu/hr-oF) -0.971 0.297 -3.27
Bottom board (Btu/hr-oF) -0.391 0.446 -0.877

U-Value Model (R2 = 0.05, n = 2111

Intercept (Btu/hr-°F-ft:) 0.278 0.00772 36.0
Tank wrap (Btu/hr-°F-ft) -0.0440 0.0133 -3.31
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7.0 DEMANDLOADS

This section examines the relationshipof total hot water loads and hot

water demand loads to the number and ages of occupants in the study homes.

Demand loads are assumed to equal total load less the standby load estimate

for each home. Section 7.1 describes how the numbers of occupants were

averaged over time and presents average loads per occupant. Section 7.2

describes the use of three simple models to compare the relationshipof number

of occupants to the total hot water and hot water demand loads. Section 7.3

describes the results of models that also account for ages of the occupants.

7.1 AVERAGE NUMBER OF OCCUPANTS

The average number of occupants in each home during the metering period

was obtained by averagingdata from four annual occupant surveys. These

surveys are documented in reports by Darwin et al. 1986; Ivey and Alley 1987;

Windell 1987 and a letter report to Bonneville.(a) Thus, the average number

of occupants over the 4 years may not be an integer number if, for example, a

child was born or the house was sold to new occupants. The number of

occupants in each of four age groups surveyed (less than 6 years, 6 through 17

years, 18 through 65 years, and more than 65 years) were _veraged similarly.

Because the average annual hot water load data used are based on this same

4-year period, the average occupancy should roughly correspond to the average

loads.

Total annual hot water loads for all homes in ELCAP and those in the

Base Study are shown in Tables 7-1 and 7-2. Similarly, hot water demand loads

obtained by subtractingstandby estimates from the total hot water load, are

• shown in Tables 7-3 and 7-4. Sample sizes (n) are lower in Tables 7-3 and 7-4

than in Tables 7-1 and 7-2 because demand estimates are derived from standby

estimates, which were not available for all homes. The first column in each

table is the nominal number of occupants in the home. A home was defined as

(a) A 1989 letter report to the Bonneville Power Administration from Pacific
Northwest Laboratory,authors M. P. Hattrup and M. A. Halverson.
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TABLE 7-1

ELCAP Hot Water Loads per Occupant
All Studies (kWh/yr)

Nom. Avg. Total Averaqe No. of Occupants by Acle
No. Total Load/
Occ. Load Occ. <6 6-17 18-65 >65 All n

I 2550 2239 0.00 0.00 0.54 0.60 1.15 28
2 3540 1715 0.06 0.06 1.43 0.54 2.08 127
3 5076 1715 0.37 0.30 2.26 0.06 2.98 57
4 5443 1358 0.65 1.00 2.34 0.04 4.01 69
5 6326 1277 0.75 1.94 2.30 0.00 4.96 25
6 7346 1233 0.56 2.88 2.47 0.06 5.97 8
7 5979 838 1.60 3.10 2.35 0.10 7.15 5
8 ....... 0
9 ....... 0
10 ....... 0
11 11250 1023 2.00 6.13 2.88 0.00 11.00 2

TABLE 7-2

ELCAP Hot Water Loads per Occupant for the
Base Study (kWh/yr)

Nom. Avg. Total Averaqe No. of Occupants by Aqe
No. Total Load/
Occ. Load Occ. <6 6-17 18-65 >65 All n

I 2633 2343 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.81 1.14 18
2 3575 1746 0.03 0.04 1.31 0.68 2.06 82
3 5321 1812 0.19 0.32 2.37 0.10 2.96 34
4 5544 1390 0.49 1.06 2.38 0.05 4.00 44
5 6032 1215 0.63 1.97 2.42 0.00 4.98 17
6 7232 1216 0.46 2.89 2.54 0.07 5.96 7
7 6930 955 1.00 3.58 2.58 0.17 7.33 3
8 ....... 0
9 ........ 0
10 ....... 0
11 11250 1023 2.00 6.13 2.88 0.00 11.00 2
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TABLE7-3

ELCAP Hot Water Demand Loads per Occupant
All Studies (kWh/yr)

Nom. Demand Averaqe No. of Occupants by Aqe
No. Demand Load/
Occ. Load Occ. <6 6-17 18-65 >65 All n

1 1350 1192 0.00 0.00 0.56 0.58 1.15 27
2 2480 1197 0.07 0.06 1.44 0.52 2.09 115
3 3922 1323 0.38 0.31 2.25 0.06 2.97 54
4 4400 1098 0.69 0.93 2.35 0.04 4.01 58
5 5312 1077 0.75 1.89 2.33 0.00 4.93 23
6 5177 858 0.64 3.00 2.36 0.00 6.00 7
7 4515 632 1.60 3.10 2.35 0.10 7.15 5
8 ....... 0
9 ....... 0
10 ....... 0
11 9939 904 2.00 6.13 2.88 0.00 11.00 2

TABLE 7-4

ELCAP Hot Water Demand Loads per Occupant
for the Base Study (kWh/yr)

Nom. Demand Averaqe No. of Occupants by Aqe
No. Demand Load/
Occ. Load Occ. <6 6-17 18-65 >65 All n

I 1271 1153 0.00 0.00 0.34 0.78 1.14 17
2 2454 1197 0.04 0.04 1.33 0.66 2.06 74
3 4187 1423 0.20 0.32 2.35 0.10 2.96 32
4 4504 1132 0.51 1.01 2.40 0.05 3.99 37

' 5 5001 1013 0.62 1.90 2.47 0.00 4.94 15
6 5004 828 0.54 3.04 2.42 0.00 6.00 6
7 5404 746 1.00 3.58 2.58 0.17 7.33 3

' 8 ....... 0
9 ....... 0
10 ....... 0
11 9939 904 2.00 6.13 2.88 0.00 11.00 2
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belonging in the two-occupant group if it had more than 1.5 and less than 2.5

occupants, on average, over the metering period. The last column shows the

number of homes used in the analysis for each grou_.

The next two columns in each table are the average load and load per

occupant for homes with the indicated nominal number of occupants. The next

five columns show the average number of occupants in each of four age groups

and the actual average total number of occupants in the homes. Note that the

actual number of occupants for the homeswith one nominal occupant averages

1.15, and for two nominal occupants the average is 2.08. The average load per

occupant was obtained by dividing the average load by the actual (not nominal)

average number of occupants.

A strong relationshipalso exists between number of occupants and age

groups. One-occupant homes are about equally likely to have an occupant over

65 years old as they are a younger adult. People older than 65 represent

about 25% of all occupants in two-occupanthomes, but they represent only a

very small fraction of the occupants in homes with more than two occupants.

The number of children per home shows a near opposite pattern, rising rapidly

(from near zero) as the number of occupants increases above two.

As shown in Tables 7-I and 7-2, as the number of occupants increases,

the total hot water load per occupant decreases because the standby portion of

the load is attributed to and averaged among an increasingnumber of

occupants.

The relationshipof hot water demand load to the number of occupants is

more clearly illustratedby Tables 7-3 and 7-4, which summarize only the a

estimated demand loads. Here the demand load per occupant is fairly constant

for the first two occupants, is larger for the third occupant, and then falls
o

off rapidly for additional occupants. Because hot water demand is generally

considered proportionalto the number of occupants, this is somewhat

surprising. This effect was previously noted by Bavir (1981).
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In homes having more than two occupants, an increasing fraction of the

occupants are children, while the number of adults (ages 18-65) remains steady

at about 2.3 per household. This suggests that shifts in ages as number of

occupants increasesmay account for some of the irregularitiesin the tables.

This is investigatedfurther in a subsequent subsection.

7.2 MODELS OF TOTAL HOT WATER LOADS

Figure 7-1 plots the total annual electricityconsumption for water

heating for each home analyzed against the average number of occupants• These

data were used to develop three models used to estimate total hot water load

as a function of number of occupants. These three models ar illustrated in

Figure 7-I. The linear model assumes the load is a linear function of the

number of occupants

Load = a + b (no. occupants) (7-I)

Figure 7-I

Total Hot Water Load by Number of Occupants
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The linear model is determined based on a least-squaresregression, with

the results shown in Table 7-5. Note in Table 7-5 that the model has a y-axis

interceptof 1917 kWh/yr. The intercept is an estimate of the hot water load

for zero occupants, and by definition should be equal to the standby load.

However, it is much higher than the standby loads estimated in this analysis,

as described in Section 6 (1162 kWh/yr for all REMP homes analyzed), lt is

important to note that the interceptfor a linear model is the basis for the

standby estimates obtained from previous regional studies of metered hot water

loads. The high interceptpresumably results from the linear model not

accounting properly for reduced consumption per occupant as the number of

occupants becomes larger. This suggests that estimates obtained in this

manner are not accurate for both the standby load and demand load per

occupant.

The square root model attempts to account for this effect by modeling

hot water loads using the square root of the number of occupants as the

independentvariable

Load = a + b (no. occupants)I/2 (7-2)

TABLE 7-5
Regression Models of Total Hot Water Loads

Coeff- Std.
R2Model/Variable (Units) icient Error T-Value n

Linear Model - 1813 - 0.32 321

Intercept (kWh-yr) 1917 236 8.i - -
No. Occupants (kWh/yr-occ.) 864 70 12.3 - -

Square Root Model - 1805 - 0.33 321
Intercept (kWh-yr) -967 451 -2.I - -
Sqrt No. Occupants (kWh/yr-occ.I/2) 3242 259 12.5 - -

Aqe Group Model - 1785 - 0.35 321
Intercept [head of house] (kWh-yr) 2968 259 11.5 - -
Head of Household >65 (kWh/yr-occ.) -535 373 -1.4 - -
No. Occupants <6 (kWh/yr-occ.) 361 170 2.1 - -
No. Occupants 6-17 (kWh/yr-occ.) 901 105 8.5 - -
Additional Occ. 18-65 (kWh/yr-occ.) 951 193 4.9 - -
Additional Occ. >65 (kWh/yr-occ.) 489 377 1.3 - -
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This model is also illustrated in Figure 7-I, and the regression results

are shown in Table 7-5. Neither the linear model nor the square root model

explains large fractions of the variance (R2 equal to 0.32 and 0.33,

respectively)• The square root model has a negative intercept (-110 average

watts or -967 kWh/yr), clearly not a valid standby load estimate.

Figure 7-I shows a lowess curve fit to the data. A lowess curve is a

set of weighted least squares regressien line segments fit to a series of

windows of data and can be thought of as a spries of medians of adjacent,

overlappingwindows of data. This curve-fittingtechnique is used because it

is nonparametric. That is, it does not assume an a oriori mathematical

relationshipbetween the load and the number of occupants. Note that the

lowess curve indicates a marked decrease in consumption per occupant as the

number of occupants increases and is somewhat similar in shape to the square

root model for homes with less than six occupants. This suggests that the

square root model may have some value in modeling the reduced consumption by

additional occupants. Extrapolatingthe lowess curve to a y-axis intercept

provides a standby estimate of 1100 kWh/yr, which is within 6% of the standby

estimate obtained in this analysis (see Section 6).

/

As noted above, the ages of the occupants appear to be an important

factor in determining water heating energy consumption. To investigate this

further, an age group model was constructed that uses the number of occupants

in four age categories (less than 6 years, 6 to 17 years, 18 to 65 years, and

more than 65 years) as the explanatoryvariables. In this age group model,

the first adult occupant 18 to 65 years was considered as head of the

household and was included in the intercept. If the home had no occupants 18

to 65 years, meaning the head of householdwas older than 65, a conditional

variable (set to one for true, zero for false) indicating this situation was

created for each home. This model has the form

@

Load = a + b (head of household >65) +
c (no. occupants <6) +
d (no. occupants 6 to 17) +
e (no. occupants 18 to 65) +
d (no. occupants >65) (7-3)
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Results of the age group model regression are also shown in Table 7-5.

The T-statistics for the age groups are all above 2.0, except for those

occupants older than 65. This indicates the age group variables are

statistically significant. The R2 for this model (0.35) is a little higher

than for the other models. Coefficients of the age group model will be

discussed and interpreted further in the following subsection on demand load
models.

=

7.3 MODELSOF HOT WATERDEMANDI_OADI_STIMATES

Forms of the linear, square root, and age group models discussed above

can be used to predict demand load estimates instead ot: total hot water loads.

Regression results for these models are provided in Table 7-6. Because the

variability caused by the different standby loads at each home has been

subtracted, demandmodels are expected to explain more variance than models of

total hot water load. This is the case, as illustrated by the higher fraction

of variance explained (R2) of the models in Table 7-6 compared to the total
load models in Table 7-5. The R2 for each model showed modest increases in

the range ot: 0.05 to 0.06.

TABLE 7-6

Regression Models of Hot Water Demand Loads

Coeff- Std.
R2Model/Variable (Units) icient Error T-Value n

Linear Model - 1573 - 0.37 291
Intercept (kWh-yr) g12 211 4.3 - -
No. Occupants (kWh/yr-occ.) 825 63 13.1 - -

Square Root Model - 1553 - 0.39 291
Intercept (kWh-yr) -1899 402 -4.7 - -
Sqrt No. Occupants (kWh/yr-occ.I/2) 3133 231 13.5 - -

Aqe Group Model - 1525 - 0.42 291 .
Intercept [head of house] (kWh-yr) 2113 228 g.3 - -
Head of Household >65 (kWh/yr-occ.) -833 331 -2.5 - -
No. Occupants <6 (kWh/yr-occ.) 323 150 2.2 - -
No. Occupants 6-17 (kWh/yr-occ.) 882 94 9.4 - -
Additional Occ. 18-65 (kWh/yr-occ.) 765 170 4.5 - -
Additional Occ. >65 (kWh/yr-occ.) 341 336 1.0 - -
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It is important to note that the interceptfor the linear model is still

significantand fairly large (912 kWh/yr), while the demab_dload imposed by

each additional occupant is B25 kWh/yr. This supports the conclusion that

there is residual demand for hot water to operate a home that is independent

of the number of occupants, or that hot water demand by additional occupants

after the first is reduced. This residual demand may represent basic

household practices, suggestingthat in single-occupanthouseholds dishes and

clothes may be washed before full loads are accumulated.

If an average of 2.5 occupants per home is assumed typical, using the

liner model, the estimated average demand load per occupant is 1191

kWh/yr-occupant. Using the Council's assumption of an BO°F temperature

difference between the cold inlet water and the hot water, this average demand

load is equivalent to a consumption rate of 17 gallons/day-occupant. This is

very close to the general rule of thumb of 20 gallons/day-occupantused for

sizing residential solar water heating systems (Solar Energy Applications

Laboratory 1977) and the 18.4 gallons/day-occupantestimate obtained by Reese

and Wall (1981).

The age group model of demand loads is also shown in Table 7-6. Again,

this model has the highest R2, and the T-statistics indica',ethat the

coefficientsfor all age groups (with the exception of additional occupants

over 65) are statistically significant. The intercept accounts for the

average load associated with the first adult occupant (referredto as head of

household). Thus, the model implicitly includes the household residual demand

load not attributableto additional occupants. The age group model produces

an estimated demand load of 2113 kWh/yr for the head of household, compared

with an estimated 1737 kWh/yr (interceptplus one occupant) from the linear

model for a single occupant. This difference of about 400 kWh/yr may reflect

bias introduced in the linear model estimate because of relatively high

• nunlbersof occupants older than 65 years in homes with c _ or two occupants.

The model suggests that occupants under 6 and over 65 years use much less hot

water than occupants of other age groups. Also, children 6 through 17 years

appear to consume 15% more hot water on average than adults 18 t_rough 65

years.
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The age group model, in addition to explaining the largest variance of

any of the models tried, also provides an interpretationfor the reduced level

of demand by additional occupants. It demonstratesthat, on the average, an

adult head of household (18 through 65 years) consumes more than 2.5 times as

much hot water as a second similar adult. Also, as the number of occupants in

a home increases, the likelihood of children under 6 years increases (as shown

in Table 7-I), and because hot water consumption associatedwith them is about

50% that of an adult 18 to 65 years old, they further lower the average demand

per occupant for households with large numbers of occupants. Finally, a

significant number of homes are occupied by one or two persons over 65 years

(See Table 7-I). These homes have a very low hot water demand on average, and

the presence of these homes in the sample tends to cause the intercept of the

linear demand model to be low. All three of these effects combine to form the

pattern of hot water demand loads seen in Tables 7-3 and 7-4.
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8.0 STANDBYANDDEMANDEFFECTSON LOADSHAPEAND SEASONALCOHSUMPTION

This section briefly discusses the relative importance of demand and

standby loads in determining the hourly hot water load shape and the seasonal

variation in hot water energy consumption.

To put hot water standby and demand loads in perspective,Figure 8-I

shows the average total hot water load shape for the ELCAP Base Study reported

by Pratt et al. 1989. Also shown is the average hot watt' standby load for

the ELCAP Base Study. Although some seasonal variation in the standby load is

expected on a theoreticalbasis, it is likely to be small ar,d is neglected

here. Results of a study by Hanford et al. (1985) further support this

assumption. The difference between the total load and the standby load is the

demand load, which varies seasonally by about 30% and accounts for about two-

thirds of average total household hot water consumption.

Figure 8-I

Average Total Hot Water and Standby Monthly Loads for the Base Study
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Because most water heating conservationmeasures and standards impact

standby loads, in the future, seasonal variation of residentialwater heating

loads is likely to increase (in percentage terms). As illustrated by the

example in Figure 8-1, if standby loads were effectively eliminated, the

remaining loads would consist solely of demand loads, resulting in a larger

seasonal variation. This may have importantconsequencesto those involved in

planning intra-regionalpower sales.

An analogous situation occurs for average load shape, as shown in Figure

8-2. Again, the total load shape from Pratt et al. (1989) for the ELCAP Base

Study is superimposedon the estimated standby load. Clearly, reducing the

standby loads through programs and standardswill result in lower peak loads.

At the same time, however, the load factor for hot water loads (the ratio of

the average load to the peak load) will be reduced, resulting in a "peakier"

hot water load shape as these standards and programs are implemented. This

has important consequencesfor utility systems that experience significant

variations in costs for generating power during peak and off-peak periods.

Figure 8-2

Average Total Hot Water and Standby Load Profiles for the Base Study
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Finally, note that in Figure 8-2 the average load at 4 a.m. and 5 a.m.

almost equals the standby load estimate obtained by analyzing time series data

from individual homes. This is not surprising,because few occupants use hot

water during these hours, and any residual demand loads from tanks partially

depleted by late evening "handwashingevents" have largely been met by a

• subsequent tank warmup event. Such informationsupports standby estimates

obtained in this analysis and suggests a simple alternativemethodoIJgy for

estimating standby loads from average load shapes for groups of buildings, and

perhaps individual buildings as weil.
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Appendix A

OFFSET DRIFT ADJUSTMENTS

When the ELCAP data logger converts signals from sensors to digital

data, a constant positive voltage is applied to each data channel to ensure

that a positive voltage exits at the input to the analog-digital (A-D)

converter at all times, even when the sensor signal is zero watts. The

standard offset in the ELCAP data logger is equal to 10 counts on the 256-

count (B-bit)A-D converter• However, it has been observed in both the

laboratory and the field that these offsets, set for each channel at the time

of installation,can drift from their standard values because of effects such

as ambient temperature and humidity at the logger and age of the equipment•

Typical changes in offset values, referred to as offset drift, can affect the

digital count representinga metered load by +1 count, or more rarely +2

counts.

These offset drifts typically cause errors in the metered loads of a

small fraction of the average load. For example, a metered load that averages

only 20% of full scale is about 2%.

Full scale = 256 - 10 = 246 counts (A-I)

Error = +I / (246*0.20)= 0.02 = 2% (A-2)

Considerableeffort was directed toward determining actual offsets some months

after logger installationand toward scaling the data channel ranges to the

size of the circuit breakers involved,to keep errors as small as possible•

However, for appliances that are used infrequentlyand intermittently,

these errors can accumulate• Similarly, for analyses that rely on searching

• for zero loads, such as the detection of vacancy as described in Appendix B,

any positive offset drift will result in slightly positive loads (I count on

the logger, converted to watt-hours by data processing)•
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To avoid errors introduced by uncorrectedoffset drifts, a simple method of

detecting and correcting positive offsets was developed and is described here.

This method is applicable to any metered loads from appliances,such as water

heaters, that can be assumed to have zero load at least I hour each day. lt

is described here because it may prove to be of general use in analysis of

ELCAP metered data.

Step I. The offset is estimated as the daily minimum load.

Step 2. Each daily offset is then repeated 24 times to expand it to hourly

fQrm.

Step 3. A simple range test is applied to ensure that the offset estimate

is not really an appliancewith a continuous load. Offsets

greater than +4 counts (in the case of the water heater analysis

75 watts) are set to zero.

Step 4. The offset is subtracted from the metered data to produce the

offset adjusted data.

Casual observation indicatedmost water heating data had no offsets. However,

a number of sites had offsets that changed at some point in time by I or 2

counts, while others had offset drift that appeared intermittently.
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Appendix B

VACANCY DETECTION

Periods when occupants are not home (vacancies)have proven useful for a

number of ELCAP analyses (includingthe hot water load analysis described in

this report.) Therefore, a flag indicatingvacancy periods is generated
o

during the course of the ELCAP data processing for each site. The algorithm

used is described here.

Step I. If any of the end uses food preparation (the range/oven), clothes

dryer, clothes washer, or dishwasher show a single hour or more of

nonzero loads (actuallyloads above a small threshold accounting

for possible offset drift, as described in Appendix A) during a

day, this is taken as an indication that someone was definitely

home that day. If occupancy is indicatedfor a given day, Step 2

is skipped.

Step 2. However, it is possible that the appliances screened in Step 1

_bove may not have been used. As a further test, the hot water

end use is examined. Here, standby loads are typically expected

even during vacant periods. "o account for this, hot water demand

loads, which are generally la_'gecompared to the standby loads,

are indicatedby the ratio of the maximum value for the day to the

averaqe nonzero value for the day. If no occupancy was detected

in Step I, a flag is assigned indicating the certainty with which

a vacancy is indicatedby the hot water loads:

0 < ratio < 1.6 • flag - "vacant"

- 1.6 < ratio < 2.0 • flag = "possibly vacant"

2.0 < ratio < 2.5 • flag = "uncertain"

• 2.5 < ratio • flag = "occupied"

These limits were developed empirically through visual

examinationsof the flags as correlated with the other appliance

inuicators of vacancy, and were found to work weil.
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Correction to the PreprocessedVac(_ncyFlaqs

Unfortunately,the flag created by the standard ELCAP data processing

system does not implement Step 2 exactly as described. Instead, it computes

the ratio of the aver_qe value f,Jrthe day to the minimum nonzero value fur

the day. This generally produces similar results, but loads that just barely

fall into the next hour may be very small as recorded by the data logger for

that subsequent hour, thus forming the minimum load for the day and making the

ratio very Iarge.

A correction to the preprocessedvacancy flag can be developed as follows:

Step 1. Compute the ratio as described in Step 2 of the vacancy flag

algorithm.

Step 2. Compute the ratio incorrectly. If the DreDrocessedvacancy flag

indicates occupancy, but not because of the incorrect ratio, then

the flag was set because of consumption by one of the other

appliances and therefore should be accepted as valid. If so, the

flag is set to occupi,'_for that day, and Step 3. is skipped.

Step 3. If the vacancy flag was not set to "occupied" by the other

appliances (Step 2), assign the flag on the basis of the corrected

ratio.

This process allows reconstructionof the correct vacancy flag, adjusted for

offsets in the hot water load (see Appendix A) if desired, without requiring

informationas to the "on" load thresholds used for the other

vacancy-indicatingappliances in each of the homes.
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Appendix C

TANK LOCATION AIR TEMPERATURE ESTIMATION

After standby loads are estimated for each hot water tank, the heat loss

coefficient (UA) can be estimated by dividing the standby load by the average

. air temperature at the location of the hot water tank. The heat loss
&

coefficiuntsadjust the standby loads for the fact that, all other conditions
r

being equal, a tank in a colder location will lose more heat (have a higher

standby load) than the same tank in a warmer location. Effective and nominal

R-values for the tanks are then estimated by taking the reciprocal of the heat

loss coefficientsdivided by the surface area of the tanks, and also by

estimating the effect of pipe losses and reduced losses resulting from

conservationmeasures, respectively.

Temperaturesmeasured by the ELCAP project include indoor and outdoor

air temperatures. However, many hot water tanks are not located in

conditioned spaces where temperaturesare measured. Therefore, tank location

air temperaturesmust be estimated for locations such as basements, garages,

and crawlspaces. A rigorous approach to estimating tank location temperatures

might involve running thermal simulations of typical homes with garages,

basements, etc. In these locations, the air temperature lies somewhere

between the indoor and outdoor air temperaturesand may be more stable than

the normal daily fluctuationsof these temperatures (especially in crawlspaces

and basements) because of the thermal lag introducedby the mass of the

ground. However, the considerableeffort required to conduct the simulations

was not deemed justified since in any event home configurationsand thermostat

behavior vary widely. Instead, a simple means of approximatingthese

temperatureswas developed. This appendix describes how this estimation was

" accomplished.

• The tank location temperaturewas estimated as a weighted average of the

indoor and outdoor air temperatures. The weighting factors were developed

using simple steady-stateheat loss calculationsof typical home

configurationsand engineeringjudgement. Because air temperatures in

locations such as crawlspaces and basements are much more stable than indoor
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or especially outdoor temperatures,daily or monthly average temperatureswere

used for some tank configurations.

Table C-I is a summary of the method used to estimate tank location

temperature. Tank locationswere classified into eight generic locations, and

the location temperatureswere computed as the weighted average of the indoor

and outdoor air temperaturesusing the weights indicated in the table. The

time aggregation (the time interval over which the metered te_eratures are

averaged) used in the calculationare also indicated.

Air teweratures surrounding tanks located in above-grade conditioned

spaces are simply assumed to be equal to the primary hourly air temperature

measured for the home. Similarly, the few tanks in outdoor locations used

measured outdoor air te_eratures from the nearest weather station. Heated

basements in ELCAP homes have been found to have average air temperatures

about IO°F lower than the primary living space. A weighted average of indoor

Table C-I

Summary of Method Used to Estimate Tank Location Air Temperature

Indoor Air Te_. Outdoor Air Te_.
Tank Location Weiqht Aaqreaation Weiqht Aqqreclation

Occupied Zone 1.0 Hourly 0.0 --
Heated Basement 0.6 Daily 0.4 Monthly*
Daylight Basement 0.6 Daily 0.4 Monthly/Hourly**
Unheated Basement J.4 DaiIy O.6 Monthly*
Porch/Sunspace O.S Hourly O.5 Hourly
Crawlspace 0.4 Daily 0.6 Monthly/Hourly**
Garage 0.2 Hourly 0.8 Hourly
Outdoors O.0 -- I.0 Hourly

e

* Rolling 30-day average.
**Average of rolling 30-day average and hourly.
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and outdoor air temperatures (0.6 and 0.4), respectively, are used for heated

(including daylight) basements. Temperatures in basements do not fluctuate

very quickly in response to thermostat setbacks because of their massive

construction, daily average indoor air temperatures were used•

Because of the ground surrounding the walls in basements takes a very

long time to heat up in spring and cool down in the fall and does not respond

quickly enough to reflect hourly or even daily changes in outdoor

temperatures. The outdoor temperature used for heated basements was the 30-

day rolling average outdoor air temperature for the period ending 1 month

earlier. That is, for a given day, the outdoor air temperature "felt" by

heated basements was assumed to be the average for the prior 30th through 59th

days. For example, the average temperature for a heated basement on December

30 is the average for the prior November.

Unheated basements are treated similarly, except to reflec• the fact

that they are cooler, their temperaturewas assumed to be weighted 0.4 and 0.6

between indoor and outdoors,respectively.

Heated basements are defined as having four undergroundwalls, while

daylight basements have one or more walls above grade and larger windows.

Therefore, daylight basements do respond to changes in hourly outdoor air

temperatures. So for daylight basements, the outdoor air temperature was

assumed to be the average of the hourly and lagged rolling average monthly

temperatures.

Crawlspaces were treated similar to daylight basements, because a

significantportion of their heat is lost directly to the outdoors insteadof

• through the ground. Like unheated basements, they are more strongly coupled

to the outdoors, so their temperature is weighted between indoor and outdoor

" air temperaturesusing weights of 0.4 and 0.6, respectively.

Porches and sunspaceswere determined to be approximatelyequally

coupled to the indoor and outdoor air temperatures,so a simple average was

used.
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This method to estimate tank location air temperature was used for both

long-term averages and for hourly values used to convert standby loads from a

given time of day and year into an equivalent heat loss at the long-term

average tank location temperature for each home. Thus, biases in the time of

day and time of year wh_ ._tandby load events and vacancies are detected are
reduced or eliminated.
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Appendix D

THERMAL SIMULATIONOF STANDBY EVENTS IN HOT WATER TANKS

The basic equation governing standby heat loss, Equation (3-2), has

already been discussed, lt is used, along with the equation for the rate of

change of heat representedby the change in tank temperature

Qtank = p Cp Vtank(TI - Tz) / Atlz (D-I)

where, TI and Tz are the temperatureof the water (°F) at the beginning and

end of time interval Atlz,and Vtankis the volume of the tank. As before, p

and Cp are constants: the density and specific heat capacity of water.

The rate at which the tank cools is governed by a simple heat balance --

the heat lost by the tank must be equal to the heat represented by the drop in

temperatureof the water in the tank. Setting the heat loss of Equation (3-2)

equal to Qtank gives

UA (TI - Tlocal)= p Cp Vtank(TI - Tz) / Atlz (D-2)

As before, T1ocaI is the temperature of the air surrounding the tank, and

UA is the heat loss coefficientof the tank. To simplify calculations,the

temperature at the beginningof the period is used instead of the average

temperatureduring the period (the average of TI and T2). This introduces

only a negligible error in the simulation under normal circumstances.

If TI is known from the previous time step, Equation (D-2) can be solved

to give a prediction of T2 if no warmup heat is added

UA (TI - T1ocal)
T2 = TI - (D-3)

p Cp Vtank / &tzz

The simulation of the thermostat says simply that if T2 is less than the

hot water setpoint, then the heating element will be energized until the water

temperature reaches the top of the thermostat deadband. The energy of the
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warmup event can be calculated using Equation (D-I), with the temperatures T1

and Tz equal to the hot water setpoint and the top of the thermostat deadband,
respectively. The temperature decay process then begins again.

For hot water tanks with two heating elements, the top element is

assumed to heat only the water above it. The bottom element heats only the

water below the top element, unless the water in the _pper portion of the tank

is cooler than the bottom element thermostat setpoi_c plus its deadband. In

this case, the lower element heats all the water in the tank to this

temperature.

The model assumes no stratificationof water in the tank from natural

convection currents induced by the heat loss process, which effectively causes

dissimilar heat loss rates due to uneven temperatures, lt also causes event

energies and intervals to be different. Therefore, the chaotic standby event

pattern illustrated in Figure 5.5 does not depend on either the assumption of

uneven thermostat deadbands or on unequal portions of the tank being heated by

each element.
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TABLEE-1

Effects of Vacancy Setbacks and Dueling Thermostats for
Calibration and Noncalibration Standby Loads

(avg. watts, except ratios)

Ratio of Mean Enerqy to Mean Interval Mean
Event No. of

Sample Untrimmed Trimmed 10% Trimmed 25% Ratio Homes

All Calibration
Vacant 123 123 124 136 104
Occupied (all est.) 166 156 155 193 104
Occupied (and vacant) 166 156 155 193 104
Calibration Ratio 1.39 1.30 1.29 1.47 104

Calibration (duelinq)
Vacant 122 122 122 146 32
Occupied (all est.) 171 157 153 212 32
Occupied (and vacant) 171 157 153 212 32
Calibration Ratio 1.43 1.31 1.28 1.49 32

Calibration (not duelinq)
Vacant 123 124 124 131 72
Occupied (all est.) 163 155 156 184 72
Occupied (and vacant) 163 155 156 184 72
CalibrationRatio 1.37 1.29 1.29 1.46 72

All Noncalibration
Vacant 92 92 93 113 46
Occupied (all est.) 190 177 172 242 46
Occupied (and vacant) 190 177 172 242 46
Calibration Ratio 2.17 2.03 1.95 2.28 46

Noncalibration (duelinq)
Vacant 90 89 90 115 35
Occupied (all est.) 193 182 178 253 35
Occupied (and vacant) 193 182 178 253 35
Calibration Ratio 2.27 2.15 2.08 2.38 35

" Noncalib. (setback only)
Vacant 99 101 103 106 11
Occupied (all est.) 182 163 155 207 11

• Occupied (and vacant) 182 163 155 207 11
Calibration Ratio 1.85 1.62 1.53 1.97 11
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TABLE F-I

Unadjusted Standby Estimates for All Homes Analyzed

Vacapt ..... Occupied

Sample Mean n S.Dev. Mean n S.Dev.

All ELCAP 1084 305 515 1542 399 586

Base-All 1128 187 573 1587 252 635
-Occupied Zone 1049 70 487 1521 79 530
-Heated Basement 1205 39 860 1613 53 590
-Daylit Basement 1324 8 468 1667 11 594
-Unheated Basement 1124 23 303 1603 34 776
-Porch/Sunspace 1300 3 211 1648 3 587
-Crawlspace 1160 11 526 1701 14 789
-Garage 1119 27 519 1598 39 762
-Outdoors - 0 - 1132 I 0

RSDP-AII 953 81 352 1428 98 403
-OccupiedZone 967 36 281 1424 43 366
-Heated Basement 969 15 406 1528 19 478
-Daylit Basement 927 4 399 1434 4 279
-Unheated Basement 1570 2 40 1601 3 274
-Porch/Sunspace 434 I 0 1214 1 0
-Crawlspace 772 4 247 1275 6 414
-Garage 810 13 273 1436 14 351
-Outdoors - 0 - - 0 -

Other-All 1151 37 463 1536 49 612
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TABLE F-2

Valid Temperature-AdjustedStandby Estimates

Vacant Occupied

Sanlple Mean n S.Dev. Mean n S.Dev.

ALL ELCAP 997 150 306 1504 289 542

Base-All 1019 88 307 1551 182 601
-Occupied Zone 1004 33 326 1500 60 532
-Heated Basement 1082 16 346 1518 43 560
-Daylit Basement 1251 5 268 1721 7 737
-Unheated Basement 995 10 277 1620 26 513
-Porch/Sunspace - 0 - 1845 2 616
-Crawlspace 963 8 331 1750 13 745
-Garage 955 16 237 1514 30 765
-Outdoors - 0 - 964 1 0

RSDP-AII 928 44 294 1385 75 367
-Occupied Zone 940 24 257 1369 35 351
-Heated Basement 972 7 391 1448 15 459
-Daylit Basement 1105 2 486 1368 4 275
-UnheatedBasement - 0 - 1632 3 386
-Porch/Sunspace - 0 - - 0 -
-Crawlspace 840 3 129 1271 5 468
-Garage 843 8 346 1345 13 302
-Outdoors - 0 - - 0 -

Other-All 1057 18 314 1518 32 500
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TABLE F-3

Unfilled and Filled ExtrapolatedStandby Estimates

Extrapolated FiIIed

Sample Mean n S.Dev. Mean n S.Dev.

All ELCAP 1162 289 418 1168 321 4218

Base-All 1191 182 457 1187 203 453
-Occupied Zone 1168 60 411 1159 67 394
-Heated Basement 1158 43 454 1150 44 452
-Daylit Basement 1439 7 502 1439 7 502
-Unheated Basement 1206 26 369 1178 30 357
-Porch/Sunspace 140_ 2 470 1251 3 430
-Crawlspace 1340 13 569 1340 13 569
-Garage 1151 30 559 1180 35 560
-Outdoors 736 I 0 736 I 0

RSDP-AII 1075 75 301 1093 81 308
-Occupied Zone 1068 35 266 1092 40 277
-Heated Basement 1128 15 402 1128 15 402
-Daylit Basement 1099 4 288 1099 4 288
-Unheated Basement 1246 3 295 1246 3 295
-Porch/Sunspace - 0 - - 0 -
-Crawlspace 989 5 350 989 5 350
-Garage 1016 13 274 1062 14 314
-Outdoors - 0 - - 0 -

Other-All 1202 32 401 1233 37 442
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TABLEF-4

Cal iibrat, ian and Fill_ed Extrapoliated_ Tank _A Estimates

Calibration Homes Fil led

Sampl!e Mean n S.Dev. Mean n S. Dev.

All ELCAP 5,.,52 I04 2.14, 6.20 32I 2.47

_se-Al_l 5.16 63 21.41 6,05 2_ 2.64
-_c_ied Zone 5.,98 221 I,.64 6.77 67 21..51
-_ated _ement 5.0I I3 1.5g 5.79 _ 21.41
-E_yliit Basement 5.94 4 1.58 6,99 7 2,21
-'_hnheated Ba_emen_t 4.71 I0 1.29 5.3,7 30 1.50
- Porch/S_space. - 0 - 6.26 3 2,24
-Crawl space 21.48 5 6.67 5.48 I3 5.00
-Garage 5.06 g 1.39 5.,6I 35 2.,66
-Outdoors - 0 - 4.00 1 0.0

RSDP-A]l 6.06 30 1.6I 6.46 81 1,88
-Occupied Zone 6.43 16 1.44 6.90 40 1.8_
-.Heated Basement 6.44 5 2.29 6.68 I5 2.17
-Dayl it Basement 7.37 1 0.0 6.61 4 0,82
-U, heated Basement - 0 - 5.92 3 1.02
- Porch/Sunspace - 0 - - 0 -
-Crawlspace 4.57 3 0.47 5,22 5 1.54
-Garage 5. I3 5 1.28 5.48 14 1.63
-O_t_.oors - 0 - - 0 -

01:her-Al l 6. I1 I1 1.35 6.44 37 2.62
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Table G-1

Nameplate Data

Nominal Pipe
Insul. R-Valu Heat

Size EF Ht. Dia. Ar)a Thick. (°F-ft)- Trap
(gal) (-) (in.) (in.) (ft-) (in.) hr/Btu) (-) Model

30 0.98 4,7.875 19.000 23.78 2.5 20.83 I Power Miser lO(a)
40 0.97 59.750 19.000 28.71 2.5 20.83 1 Power Miser 10
52 0.95 59.438 21.000 32.04 2.5 20.83 I Power Miser 10
82 0.91 60.250 25.000 39.68 2.5 20.83 I Power Miser 10

30 0.94 47.875 19.000 23.78 2.5 20.83 0 Power Miser 8(a)
40S {b) 0.91 32.125 25.000 24.34 2.5 20.83 0 PG_er Miser 8
40 0.93 59.750 19.000 28.71 2.5 20.83 0 Power Miser 8
52 0.91 59.438 21.000 32.04 2.5 20.83 0 Power Miser 8
66 0.89 60.125 23.000 35.94 2.5 20.83 0 Power Miser 8
82 0.87 60.250 25.000 39.68 2.5 20.83 0 Power Miser 8

30s 0.91 30.000 22.000 19.68 2.0 16.66 0 Economizer(al
30 0.93 45.750 18.000 21.50 2.0 16.66 0 Economizer
40s 0.90 32.125 24.000 23.10 2.0 16.66 0 Economizer
40 0.92 59.750 18.000 27.00 2.0 16.66 0 Economizer
52 0.90 59.438 20.000 30.30 2.0 16.66 0 Economizer

(c)
30 0.97 45.625 20.438 24.90 3.0 24.99 1 Tri Power Imp.
40 0.96 46.125 22.438 28.07 3.0 24.99 1 Tri Power Imp.
50 0.96 56.688 22.438 33.24 3.0 24.99 I Tri Power Imp.
65 0.95 59.250 24.438 38.10 3.0 24.99 I Tri Power Imp.
80 0.94 59.375 26.250 41.52 3.0 24.99 I Tri Power Imp.

30 0.92 45.125 18.438 21.86 2.0 16.66 0 Eight Plus(c)
40 0.91 46.125 20.438 25.12 2.0 16.66 0 Eight Plus
50 0.90 56.500 20.438 29.75 2.0 16.66 0 Eight Plus
65 0.89 58.500 22.438 34.13 2.0 16.66 0 Eight Plus
80 0.88 58.625 24.438 37.77 2.0 16.66 0 Eight Plus

30 0.91 45.688 17.000 20.10 1.8 14.58 0 Imperial/Stnd.(c)
40 0.91 46.500 19.000 23.21 1.8 14.58 0 Imperial/Stnd.
50 0.88 57.063 19.000 27.59 1.8 14.58 0 Imperial/Stnd.
65 0.88 58.813 21.000 31.76 1.8 14.58 0 Imperial/Stnd.
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Table G-1 (continued)

Nominal Pipe
Insul. R-Valu_ Heat

• Ar_L Thick. (°F-ft- TrapSize EF Ht Dia.
(gal) (-) (in.) (in.) (ft-) (in.) hr/Btu) (-) Model

-

80 0.87 59.000 23.000 35.38 1.8 14.58 0 Imperial/Stnd.
120 0.82 61.875 26.250 42.95 1.8 14.58 0 Imperial/Stnd.
50m(d)o.go 46.063 21.000 25.91 1.8 14.58 0 Imperial/Stnd.
20s 0.94 31.750 17.750 15.73 1.8 14.58 0 Imperial/Stnd.
30s 0.91 29.750 21.750 19.28 1.8 14.58 0 Imperial/Stnd.
40s 0.91 32.563 23.750 23.03 1.8 14.58 0 Imperial/Stnd.
47s 0.91 31.875 26.250 25.77 1.8 14.58 0 Imperial/Stnd.
50s 0.89 39.000 23.000 25.34 1.8 14.58 0 Imperial/Stnd.

(a) Sears and Robuck.
(b) s indicates short model.
(c) Rheem.
(d) m indicatesmedium height model.
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Table G-2
Estimated Net Dimensions

Surface RValue,

Act. Total Side End Volume Wall,)t_D_Size EF Size Dia. Ht. Area Area Area Ratio, ID koF-,
(gal) (-) (gal) (in.) (in.) (ft') (ft') (ft') (ft'/gal) hr/Btu)

30 0.98 27.0 14.0 40.5 14.5 12.38 2.14 0.54 17.81
40 0.97 36.0 14.0 54.0 18.6 16.50 2.14 0.52 17.81
52 0.95 46.8 16.0 53.8 21.6 18.77 2.79 0.46 18.12
82 0.91 73.8 20.0 54.3 28.0 23.68 4.36 0.38 18.59

30 0.94 27.0 14.0 40.5 14.5 12.38 2.14 0.54 17.81 i
40s (a) 0.91 36.0 20.0 26.5 15.9 11.55 4.36 0.44 18.59
40 0.93 36.0 14.0 54.0 18.6 16.50 2.14 0.52 17.81
52 0.91 46.8 16.0 53.8 21.6 18.77 2.79 0.46 18.12
66 0.89 59.4 18.0 53.9 24.7 21.18 3.53 0.42 18.38
82 0.87 73.8 20.0 54.3 28.0 23.68 4.36 0.38 18.59

30s 0.91 27.0 18.0 24.5 13.2 9.63 3.53 0.49 15.04
30 0.93 27.0 14.0 40.5 14.5 12.38 2.14 0.54 14.65
40s 0.90 36.0 20.0 26.5 15.9 11.55 4.36 0.44 15.19
40 0.92 36.0 14.0 54.0 18.6 16.50 2.14 0.52 14.65
52 0.90 46.8 16.0 53.8 21.6 18.77 2.79 0.46 14.87

30 0.97 27.0 14.4 38.1 14.3 12o00 2.27 0.53 20.90
40 0.96 36.0 16.4 39.2 17.0 14.05 2.95 0.47 2! .30
50 0,96 45.0 16.4 49.0 20.5 17.57 2.95 0.46 21.30
65 0.95 58.5 18.4 50.6 24.1 20.36 3.71 0.41 21.63
80 0.94 72.0 20.3 51.6 27.3 22.82 4.47 0.38 21.89

30 0.92 27.0 14.4 38.1 14.3 12.00 2.27 0.53 14.71
40 0.91 36.0 16.4 39.2 17.0 14.05 2.95 0.47 14.91
50 0.90 45.0 16.4 49.0 20.5 17.57 2.95 0.46 14.91
65 0.89 58.5 18.4 50.6 24.1 20.36 3.71 0.41 15.08
80 0.88 72.0 20.4 50.7 27.2 22.61 4.56 0.38 15.22

30 0.91 27.0 13.5 43.6 14.8 12.83 1.99 0.55 12.96
40 0.91 36.0 15.5 44.1 17.5 14.90 2.62 0.49 13.14
50 0.88 45.0 15.5 55.1 21.3 18.63 2.62 0.47 13.14

" 65 0.88 58.5 17.5 56.2 24.8 21.45 3.34 0.42 13.29
80 0.87 72.0 19.5 55.7 27.8 23.69 4.15 0.39 13.41
120 0.82 108.0 22.8 61.4 36.1 30.46 5.65 0.33 13.56

• 50m(b)0 90 45.0 17.5 43.2 19.8 16.50 3.34 0.44 13.29
20s 0.94 18.0 14.3 26.1 10.3 8.11 2.22 0.57 13.04
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Table G-2 (continued)

Surface R-Value,

Act. Total Side End Volume Wall t_D_Size EF Size Dia. Ht. Area Area Area Ratio, ID (°F-f
(gal) (-) (gal) (in.)(in.) (ft') (ft') (ft') (ft'/gal) hr/Btu)

30s 0.91 27.0 18.3 23.8 13.1 9.49 3.63 0.49 13.34
40s 0.91 36.0 20.3 25.8 15.9 11.41 4.47 0.44 13.45
47s 0.91 42.3 22.8 24.0 17.6 11.93 5.65 0.42 13.56
50s 0.89 45.0 19.5 34.8 19.0 14.81 4.15 0.42 13.41

(a) s indicates short model.
(b) m indicatesmedium height model.
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TABLE G-3
Standby Loss Calculations

End Adjust.
Heat Loss Coef. (Btu/hr-°F) R-VaJue End/Side

Adjo (°F-ft - R-Value
Size EF EF Rating Test Adjusted hr/Btu) Ratio
(gal) (-) (-) Side Pipe Total Rem. Total Rem. Test Adj. (-)

30 0.98 0.96* 0.70 0.29 0.45 -0.53 0.84 -0,15 -4.0 -14.6 -0.82
40 0.97 0.95* 0.93 0,29 0,68 -0.53 1.14 -0.07 -4.0 -29.4 -1.65

• 52 0.95 0.93* 1.04 0.29 1.16 -0.16 1.71 0,39 -17.5 7.2 0.40
82 0.91 0.91 1.27 0,29 2.19 0.62 2.19 0,62 7.0 7.0 0.38

30 0.94 0.93* 0.70 0.49 1.41 0.22 1.78 0.59 9.5 3.6 0.20
40s 0.91 0.91 0.62 0.49 2.19 1.07 2.19 1.07 4.1 4.1 0.22
40 0.93 0.91" 0.93 0.49 1.66 0.25 2.12 0.70 8.7 3.1 0.17
52 0.91 0.91 1.04 0.49 2.32 0.79 2.32 0.79 3,5 3.5 0.19
66 0.89 0.89 1.15 0.49 2.73 1.09 2.73 1.09 3.2 3.2 0.18
82 0.87 0.87 1.27 0.49 3.30 1.54 3.30 1.54 2.8 2.8 0.15

30s 0.91 0.91 0.64 0.49 2.19 1.05 2.19 1.05 3.4 3.4 0.22
30 0.93 0.92* 0.84 0.49 1.66 0.33 2.03 0.70 6.5 3.1 0.21
40s 0.90 0.90 0.76 0.49 2.46 1.20 2.46 1.20 3.6 3.6 0.24
40 0.92 0.90* 1.13 0.49 1.92 0.30 2.38 0.76 7.0 2.8 0.19
52 0.90 0.90 1.26 0.49 2.46 0.70 2.46 0.70 4.0 4.0 0.27

30 0.97 0.95* 0.57 0.29 0.68 -0.18 1.05 0.19 -12.8 11.7 0.56
40 0.96 0.94* 0.66 0.29 0.92 -0.03 1.37 0.43 ****** 6.9 0.33
50 0.96 0.94* 0.82 0.29 0.92 -0.19 1.46 0.34 -15.5 8.6 0.40
65 0.95 0.92* 0.94 0.29 I.16 -0.06 1.82 0.59 -57.3 6.3 0.29
80 0.94 0.91" 1.04 0.29 1.41 0.08 2.19 0.87 55.0 5.2 0.24

30 0.92 0.91" 0.82 0.49 1.92 0.61 2.30 0.99 3.7 2.3 0.16
40 0.91 0.91 0.94 0.49 2.19 0.75 2.19 0.75 3.9 3.9 0.26
50 0.90 0.90 1.18 0.49 2.46 0.79 2.46 0.79 3.8 3.8 0.25
65 0.89 0.89 1.35 0.49 2.73 0.89 2.73 0.89 4.2 4.2 0.28
80 0.88 0.88 1.49 0.49 3.01 1.04 3.01 1.04 4.4 4.4 0.29

30 0.91 0.91 0.99 0.49 2.19 0.70 2.19 0.70 2.8 2.8 0.22
40 0.91 0.91 1.13 0.49 2.19 0.56 2.19 0.56 4.7 4.7 0.36
50 0.88 0.88 1.42 0.49 3.01 1.10 3.01 1.10 2.4 2.4 0.18
65 0.88 0.88 1.61 0.49 3.01 0.91 3.01 0.91 3.7 3.7 0.28
80 0.87 0.87 1.77 0.49 3.30 1.04 3.30 1.04 4.0 4.0 0.30
120 0.82 0.82 2.25 0.49 4.85 2.11 4.85 2.11 2.7 2.7 0.20
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TABLEG-3 (continued)

End Adjust.
Heat Loss Coef. (Btu/hr-°F) R-Val_e End/Side

Adj. (oF-ft - R-Value
Size EF EF Rating Test Adjusted hr/Btu) Ratio
(gal) (-) (-) Side Pipe Total Rem. Total Rem. Test Adj. (-)

50m 0.90 0.90 1.24 0.49 2.46 0.72 2.46 0.72 4.6 4.6 0.35
20s 0.94 0.93" 0.62 0.49 1.41 0.30 1.70 0.58 7.5 3.8 0.29
30s 0.91 0_91 0.71 0.49 2.19 0.98 2.19 0.98 3.7 3.7 0.28
40s 0.91 0.91 0,85 0.49 2.19 0.85 2.19 0.85 5.3 5.3 0.39
47s 0.91 (?.91 0.88 0.49 2.19 0,,81 2.19 0.81 6.9 6.9 0.51
50s 0.89 0.89 1.10 0.49 2.73 1.14 2.73 1.14 3.7 3.7 0.27

* Value adjusted for maximum possible test error range.
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TABLE G-4

Rating Test Error Range

Test
Cycles,

Rating Test 48 hr. @ Maximimum
Heat Loss 4oF Error,

Size EF (Btu/ (Btu/ Deadband Fraction
(gal) (-) °F-hr) °F-day) (-) (-)

t

30 0.98 0.45 4.37 2.19 0.46
40 0.97 0.68 4.97 2.49 0.40
52 0.95 1.16 6.51 3.25 0.31
82 0.91 2.19 7.76 3.88 0.26

30 0.94 1.41 13.68 6.84 0.15
40s 0.91 2.19 15.90 7.95 0.13
40 0.93 1.66 12.10 6.05 0.17
52 0.91 2.32 12.98 6.49 0.15
66 0.89 2.73 12.04 6.02 0.17
82 0.87 3.30 11.72 5.86 0.17

30s 0.91 2.19 21.20 10.60 0.09
30 0.93 1.66 16.13 _._07 O.12
40s 0.90 2.46 17.86 8.93 0.11
40 0.92 1.92 13.98 6.99 0.14
52 0.90 2.46 13.74 6.87 0.15

30 0.97 0.68 6.63 3.31 0.30
40 0.96 0.92 6.70 3.35 0.30
50 0.96 0.92 5.36 2.68 0.37
65 0.95 1.16 5.21 2.60 0.38
80 0.94 1.41 5.13 2.57 0.39

30 0.92 1.92 18.64 9.32 0.11
40 0.91 2.19 15.90 7.95 0.13
50 0.90 2.46 14.29 7.14 0.14
65 0.89 2.73 12.23 6.11 0.16
80 0.88 3.01 10.96 5.48 0.18

" 30 0.91 2.19 21.20 10.60 0.09
40 0.91 2.19 15.90 7.95 0.13
50 0.88 3.01 17.54 8.77 0.11

" 65 0.88 3.01 13.49 6.74 0.15
80 0.87 3.30 12.01 6.01 0.17
120 0.82 4.85 11.76 5.88 0.17
50m 0.90 2.46 14.29 7.14 0.14
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TABLE G-4 (continued)

Test
Cycles,

Rating Test 48 hr. @ Maximimum
Heat Loss 4°F Error,

Size EF (Btu/ (Btu/ Deadband Fraction
(gal) (-) °F-ht) oF-day) (-) (-)

20s 0.94 1.41 20.52 10.26 0.10
30s 0.91 2.19 21.20 10.60 0.09
40s 0.91 2.19 15.90 7.95 0.13
47s 0.91 2.19 13.53 6.77 0.15
50s O.89 2.73 15.89 7.95 O. 13
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TABLEG-5
Sample Averages

No. Surface End/Total End/Side Gross/Net
Tank Size Ranqe Tanks /Volume Surface R-Value Diameter
Size Min. Max. Avgd. Ratio Area Ratio Ratio Ratio
(gal) (gal) (gal) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-)

30 0 35 9 0.53 0.18 - -
• 40 35 45 9 0.48 0.19 - -

50 45 57 9 0.45 0.17 - -
65 57 73 4 0.42 0.15 - -
82 73 100 5 0.38 0.16 - -

120 100 100+ 1 0.33 0.16 - -

All - - 37 - 0.17 0.28 0.80
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Appendix H

Conservation Measure Impacts Derived from the
Bonneville Test Data of Ek and Auberg (1984)

The energy savings results for each laboratory test of Ek and Auberg

(1984), reported in Table II of their paper, is reproduced in Table H-I.

These data resulted from laboratory tests of water heater standby loads over a

- period of several days, each test providing the electricity consumed by the

tank to maintain its thermostat set temperature. Water pipes were provided to

simulate heat losses from overhead horizontalpiping runs (for a tank in a

home's basement) or Lorizontal piping below tank level (for a tank in a closet

and piping in a crawlspace). Two tanks were used in the tests, a typical

standard tank and an energy efficient model from 1983.

The savings estimates in the table are the difference between

consumption by the basic water heater with no conservationmeasures and no

plumbing attached and the consumption of the same water heater under the

conditions indicated in the table. Note that in many cases more than one test

was conducted, sometimes with largely varying results. Undoubtedlyone source

of this variance is the fact that the savings are obtained from subtracting

two measured loads that are nearly equal; that is, the effect of these

measures is often small relative to the measured loads, so the difference

between the measured loads is small and magnifies any uncertaintiesin the

basic load measurementsor test conditions. This is supported by the much

better consistency of the tank wrap savings, which are larger in magnitude

relative to the measured loads.

Nevertheless,these tests have provided a much needed benchmark and are
o

a key source of assumptionsabout impacts of conservationmeasures in the

region. Bonneville staff are currently engaged in repeating and updating this

series of tests with currently available tanks.
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Table H-I

Savings Data from Table II of Ek and Auberg (1984)

Savings Savings, Savings Is
Standard Efficient Difference

Measures (W/OF) (W/°F) In Tests No.

Water HeatersWithout Plumbinq:

Under Tank 0.0879 0.1136 (i-2)
0.1416 (3-4) .

(2nd test: 1 vs. 2) 0.0900 0.0436 (1"-2')

Clock Timer 0.0499 0.0248 (2-5)

R-11 Wrap 0.7269 0.2785 (1-3)
0.7806 (2-4)

Avg. R-11 Wrap 0.7538 0.2219 Avg. R-11

Crawlspace P1umbirtr:

Crawl space P1umbing -0.2624 -0.2520 ( 2-6 )
-0.1851 (4-11)*

Heat Traps 0.0730 0.0847 (6-7)
0.0864 0.0831 (11-10)

Pipe Wrap 0.1094 0.1436 (6-8)
0.1212 0.1061 (11-9)

R-11 Wrap 0.8697 0.2766 (8-9)
0.8713 0.3125 (7-10)
0.8579 0.3141 (6-11)

Avg. R-11 Wrap 0.8663 0.3011 Avg. R-11

Basement Plumbinq:

Basement Plu,d_ing -0.2630 (2-12)
-0.2271 (4-15;*

Heat Traps 0.0998 0.1294 (15-17)
0.1252 (12-14)@

Pipe Wrap 0.1047 0.0883 (15-16)
0.1058 (12-13)@

R-11 Wrap 0.2860 (12-15)
0.8016 0.2685 (13-16)
0.8852 0.2902 (14-17)

Avg. R-11 Wrap 0.8138 0.2816 Avg. R-I1

Combined Averaqe Savinqs for All Tank Confiqurations:

Avg. Crawl. Plumb. -0.2238 -0.1776 --
Avg. Basmnt. Plumb. -0.2142 -0.2026 --
Avg. Heat Trap 0.0571 0.1056 --
Avg. Pipe Wrap 0.0983 0.1110 --
Avg. R-11 Wrap 0.8185 0.2740 --
Avg. Under Tank 0.1065 0.0525 --

@ Outlier observationstandard tank test.
* Outlier observationefficient tank test.
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These diata were examined for the analysis that is the subj_ect of this

report, for use in esti_mating nominal tank R-values from the effective R-

values. In thi:s process, estimates of pipe losses and the impact of measures
install_ed _i,n the ELCAPhomes on the tank heat loss rates wer'e subtracted from

the effective R-valiueses_i_r_tedpreviiousliy.One particularlypuzzling

iimpl!i_cationof the data in TablieH.1 is hig_hl_iightedby the Combined Average

Savi_ngsfor All Tank Co_i;g_ratio_sat the boLtom of the tablie. This suggests

that the average savings resulting from use of heat traps is al!mosttwice as

l;argefOrrthe efficient tank as for t_ standard tank. Because the pipe heat

loss is, in priinciiple_parall!elwith the losses through the tank walls, it

shoul_dbe i_ndependentof the tank insuTation level. A possible explanation

for thiishas been developed and is reported here.

Hypothesizingthat the effects of plumbing heat loss and associated

conservation_measures (pipe wraps and heat traps) _hould be independent of the

type of tank involved, it is immediatelypossible to flag savings estimates

that are outliers from among the four savings estimates for each type of

measure. The outlier data has been marked with an "@" for standard tanks or

an _:*"for efficient tanks. The fourth column in the table shows the two test

configurationswhose loads w_r_ subtracted to obtain the savings estimate,

alse marked sin_ilarly.

lt is immediatelyobvious that efficient tank test 4 and standard tank

test 12 are the only tests involved in all Lne outlier savings estimates. If

these two tests are assumed to have much larger than typical errors, it can be

seen that efficient tank test 4 is also involved in two other o_ the largest

inconsistenciesin the table (under-tankinsulation and R-11 wraps without

plumbing)_ further supportingthe hypothesis. If all savings estimates

derived from these two tests are eliminated from the combined average summary

at the bottom of the table, the combined average'swould become as shown in

• Table H-2. The average heat trap savings estimates are now much closer for

the two types of tanks, _nd the pipe wrap estimates are almost identical. The

basic pipe loss estimates for the crawlspace plumbing configuration are now

larger than for the basement configuration,and the under-tank insulation

(bottomboard) savings estimate is significantlylarger for efficient tanks.
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While these observations and logic are not conclusive,the circumstantial

ev!de_ce is considered large enough so that the adjusted data in Table H-2.

at'eused in the analysis described in this report and recommendedto others

for their considerationuntil updatedtest results are available.

Table H-2

Savings Data from Table II of Ek and Auberg (1984) Eliminating
Outlier Tests (Effic1!entTank Test 4 and Standard Tank Test 12)

Savings, Savings, Savings,
Standard Efficient Both

Measures (W/°F) (W/oF) (W/°F)

Co,_binedAveraqe Savinqs for All Tank Configurations:

Avg. Crawl. Plumb. -0.2238 -0.2520 -0.2379
Avg. Basmnt. Pl_. -0.2271 -0.2630 -0.2451
Avg. Heat Trap 0.0864 O.1056 0.0960
Avg. Pipe Wrap 0.1118 0.1110 0.1114
Avg. R-11 Wrap 0.8276 0.2740 --
Avg. Under Tank 0.1065 0.0786 --
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